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This exhibit, "Memories and the Meaning of Place and Time," displays books
and periodicals from the Ward M. Canaday Center that reflect the accomplishments of
writers from a magnificent period in American literary history, the Southern Literary
Renaissance. This "epoch" dates from the end of the First World War to the decade of
the fifties, although there never has been any general agreement among scholars on
when it actually began or when (and it) it ended. And, that is not our purpose here.
Rather, the exhibit has been staged to highlight what we consider one of our strengths,
namely our collections of Southern literature. We have presented other exhibits of
Southern authors in the past but this is the first to synthesize the renaissance period.
Also, this exhibit features writers and works not previously displayed, excluding, of
course, the Center's Faulkner materials which have not been shown together since
1971. Many of the publications by the Fugitive Poets and the Agrarians have been
recently added to our collections and we are pleased to introduce them at this time.
For their considerable efforts in assisting with this project, thanks go to Kerri
Hagan, Graduate Assistant; Nancy Burnard, Rare Books Assistant; and the several
student assistants who helped set up the exhibit. Also, special thanks and appreciation
to Judith Friebert, Special Collections Librarian, for her artistic and editorial talents.
The Friends of the University of Toledo Libraries, the UT American Studies Program,
and the University of Toledo Foundation (through a Program Excellence Award)
provided the funding required to realize the exhibit and related events. Finally, for his
participation in the opening ceremonies and for his impact upon my own thoughts about
the meanings of Southern intellectual history, I am pleased to acknowledge the
substantial debt I owe to Dr. Michael O'Brien.

Robert A. Shaddy, Director
The Ward M. Canaday Center

Introduction
In the literary history of the United States, an intriguing pattern has developed:
during certain times, for reasons which can never be completely explained, many of the
nation's most significant figures seem to have resided in the same geographic location
thereby granting a regional flavor and distinctive characteristic to the period. From
about 1790 to 1830, the literary capital of the young country was located in New York
City with writers such as Washington Irving, James Fenimore Cooper, James Kirke
Paulding, and William Cullen Bryant supplying a solid core. Around 1830, the
"capital" moved to Boston and remained there until the beginning of the Civil War.
James Russell Lowell, Oliver Wendell Holmes, and William Wadsworth Longfellow in
Cambridge; Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, and Nathaniel Hawthorne
at Concord; and Herman Melville, for a time, in Pittsfield-all lived within a few
miles of Boston. Due to the Civil War and its aftermath, there was, really, no literary
capital. The distinguished writers of the period, for example, Walt Whitman, Emily
Dickinson, and Mark Twain, lived miles apart and had little communication with each
other. Around 1912, however, writers began to congregate again in the same vicinity,
this time with Chicago as the locus. They included Hamlin Garland, Theodore
Dreiser, Frank Norris, Sherwood Anderson, Carl Sandburg, and Edgar Lee Masters
who fueled the so-called "Chicago Renaissance" with publications of novels, poetry,
and short stories in periodicals such as The Dial, The Chap Book, Poetry, and The
Little Review.
That orientation changed about 1920, and for the next thirty years or so, the
South dominated literary activity in America. During this time, three significant
literary groups of the twentieth-century were centered in the South- the Fugitives, the
Agrarians, and the New Critics-and several of the nation's most gifted and critically
acclaimed writers lived and wrote there- William Faulkner, Eudora Welty, Robert
Penn Warren, John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate, Thomas Wolfe, Caroline Gordon,
Cleanth Brooks, and others. We all know about this proliferation of artistic
achievement; it is quite easy to document that it occurred. However, it is difficult to
explain why there was a "Southern Renaissance" in American literature since there
were, seemingly, a great many factors that should have impeded this sort of
phenomenon coming from such a place.
In 1917, before this momentous flowering of Southern literature began in the
twenties, Baltimore journalist and critic, H. L. Mencken published an essay titled "The
Sahara of the Boza.rt." In this piece Mencken reviled the South as being culturally
backwards "almost as sterile, artistically, intellectually, culturally, as the Sahara
Desert." Howard Odum and Harry Estelle Moore found in their study Regionalism: A
Cultural-Historical Approach to National Integration (published in 1938) that during
the 1920s the South ranked lowest in the nation when measured by practically every
cultural index or plane of living. Its people were at the bottom in almost everything: in
the ownership of automobiles, radios, residence telephones; income per capita; bank
deposits; homes with running water, electricity, and indoor plumbing. Southerners
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subscribed to the fewest magazines and newspapers, read the fewest books, and
provided the least support for education, public libraries, and art museums. Donald
Davidson once wondered how "Faulkner managed to survive, much less write." These
conditions continued well into the thirties with Franklin Roosevelt declaring the South
to be the nation's number one economic problem.
Although some have tried to blame Mencken' s scathing critique as the stimulus
for the Southern Literary Renaissance, (with Southerners taking up the pen, as it _were,
rather than the gun), others have probed more deeply and have generated several
theories which, taken as a whole, serve to show that the literary movement can be seen
as the culmination of a number of cultural and historic forces at work in the region. ·
The South had experienced a military defeat on its own soil that led, beginning in the
Reconstruction years, to a collective self-examination and analysis of the values that
had been fought for and, for some, those values were reaffirmed. Some white
Southerners became burdened with guilt over their treatment of African-Americans, but
nevertheless maintained a belief in white superiority. This resistance to the political
and cultural reconstruction that the federal government had attempted reinforced and
intensified their traditional regional sense of identity and distinctiveness. Some
Southerners took pleasure from that sense of identity, quite unique when related to
other sections of the country; while others recoiled from it and sought to escape.
Indeed, thousands of African-Americans by the early twentieth century fled the South
for what they hoped might be a more hospitable "climate" in Northern urban areas.
The tensions inherent within Southern society stirred the creative sensibilities of
writers who were keenly sensitive to Southern history and its emphasis upon place,
family, mortality and death's inevitability. According to Lewis Simpson, Southern
writers attempted to fmd "the meaning of the past," as they tried to discover some
viable relationship to the Southern tradition as it differed from that of other sections of
America. Cleanth Brooks believed that the specific characteristics of this tradition, as
presented in poems, essays, novels, and stories produced from the twenties to the fifties
included the following: a feeling for the concrete and the specific, an awareness of
conflict, a sense of community and of religious wholeness, a belief in human
imperfection, and a genuine and never wavering disbelief in perfection ever developing
as a result of human effort and planning; a deep-seated sense of the tragic, and a
conviction that nature is mysterious and contingent. Any attempt to harness nature and
make it a servant of man will always fail. Their embraced themes of traditional as
opposed to modern values were ultimately disseminated throughout the country and
struck universally relevant and sympathetic chords.
However one might choose to interpret the causes of the renaissance, it did
occur. Randall Stewart observed that the South suddenly became a "nest of singing
birds." Allen Tate, a key participant, stressed the impact of the First World War.
"With the war of 1914-1918," he wrote in 1945, "the South reentered the world-but
gave a backward glance as it slipped over the border: that backward glance gave us the
Southern renascence, a literature conscious of the past in the present". A fellow
Agrarian, Donald Davidson wrote in Still Rebels, Still Yankees (1957) that writers like
himself and Tate sought "to seek the image of the South which we could charge with
high conviction and to give it, wherever we could, the fmality of art."
2
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The themes of the Southern Literary Renaissance were taken up by William
Faulkner, arguably the greatest writer of the period and, indeed, the twentieth century.
Blending local, family, and Mississippi history, Faulkner constructed a fictional world
inhabited by Southern figures of tragedy and comedy. His own style was influenced by
James Joyce but he achieves a great deal more. This is illustrated in Faulkner's work
by a striking command of external and internal landscape, an incredible range of
characterization, and an affirmative spirit that provides a philosophical base for his
work. Although they worked in Faulkner's shadow, to a certain degree, other writers
of fiction achieved distinctive and influential voices. Thomas Wolfe attempted to
transform his own sense of personal dislocation as a Southerner into fiction of bardic
proportions while Richard Wright forced his readers to pay attention to the condition of
African-Americans in the South and America.
Robert Penn Warren's fiction
constituted his lifelong philosophic discourse on the meaning of history, the nature of
man, and the compromises necessary in building a workable political and social system.
Katherine Anne Porter, Carson McCullers, and James Agee must also be recognized
for their contributions and for achieving their own separate sensibilities with
outstanding results. Other writers such as Jesse Stuart and Erskine Caldwell, although
lacking in artistic discipline, are noteworthy because of the philosophically opposite
variations they produced on some of the same themes handled by Faulkner. Of course,
in terms of fiction, one must recognize Margaret Mitchell's Gone With the Wind
(1936), a work which probably shaped the public's attitude towards the South more
than any other single book.
Fiction was not the only vehicle that carried the message of the Southern
Renaissance throughout the nation. Drama played a role although it was not a major
mode for Southern writers. One should, however, recognize the accomplishments of
Paul Green, who began a fifty-year career in the 1920s, Lawrence Stallings, noted for
his collaboration with Maxwell Anderson, What Price Glory? (1924), and Lillian
Hellman, who wrote a series of sensitive treatments of life in Southern settings
beginning with The Little Foxes (1939). In the 1940s, Tennessee Williams began a
distinctive career as a playwright who examined in depth and detail Southern elements
of life and character and ultimately achieved a prominent status similar to Eugene
O'Neill and Arthur Miller.
The Southern Renaissance was also noted for its poets and their poetry. Some
feel the beginning of the period may be marked by the publication in 1922 of the first
number of a little magazine, The Fugitive, which was edited by a group of young
faculty members and students at Vanderbilt University. The so-called "Fugitives"
included John Crowe Ransom, the acknowledged "dean" of the group who found in
irony and paradox the tension required to produce good poetry; Allen Tate, who turned
to abstract methods to treat the dislocations in modem society vis-a-vis traditional
sensibilities; Robert Penn Warren, with a preference for narrative forms with
philosophical importance; and Donald Davidson, a traditionalist who utilized folk
narratives that incorporated history and the lives of influential Southerners. Although
their careers and art were to follow different patterns of development, they agreed that
modem poetry should escape the conventionalism of the past. Also associated with the
Fugitive poets were Merrill Moore, John Gould Fletcher, Laura Riding (briefly), and
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Randall Jarrell. James Weldon Johnson and Ama Bontemps were two AfricanAmerican poets of the period who produced ethnically sensitive verse informed by the
Southern experience.
After the demise of The Fugitive in 1925, Ransom, Davidson, Tate, and Warren
began discussions on the South's political and economic condition and agreed that the
region needed to resist modem progress and technology in order to maintain the virtues
of its agrarian past. In 1930, they joined forces with eight other Southern intellec~s,
including writers Stark Young, John Gould Fletcher, Andrew Lytle, and John Donald
Wade, to publish the Agrarian manifesto, I'll Take My Stand, a publication that
represents a major document in the debate between humanism and science in the ·
twentieth century. This controversial volume was joined later by another highlydebated work, The Mind of the South (1941) that was written by W. I. Cash. These
books, along with the creative writing of the Fugitives, Agrarians and other Southern
writers, contributed to the development of an exciting intellectual milieu; as a result,
modem Southern literary criticism was born. Although Ransom, Tate, and Warren had
been practicing criticism earlier, Ransom in particular began to encourage a formalist
approach which became known as the New Criticism. According to its tenets, a work
of art is assessed on its own terms apart from its relation to the life of the artist or the
times in which it was written. One of Ransom's brightest students at Vanderbilt,
Cleanth Brooks, developed the system more fully and incorporated it in two highly
influential textbooks written with Warren, Understanding Poetry (1938) and
Understanding Fiction (1943), and later studies on William Faulkner. To further seal
the institutionalization of the Southern Renaissance, which seemed to be occurring by
the 1950s, one should note that Ransom, Davidson, Tate, and Brooks also served to
establish a role model for the modem man of letters as teacher-all four served as
lecturers in American universities and became, in effect, among the frrst writers in
residence. They influenced a number of other practicing critics, scholars, and
historians of Southern culture, including Edwin Mims and Richmond Croom Beatty
(Vanderbilt); Jay B. Hubbell (Duke); Benjamin Brawley (Morehouse and Howard);
Floyd Stovall (Virginia); Randall Stewart (Brown and Vanderbilt); Richard Beale Davis
(Tennessee) and C. Vann Woodward (Johns Hopkins and Yale).
After the Second World War, a second generation of Southerners successfully
published their works thereby re-energizing and prolonging the Renaissance. Flannery
O'Connor's novels and stories were shocking in their use of perversely exaggerated
Southern characters. William Styron turned away from Faulkner's style and his early
novels achieved a major mode of fiction based on history and personal experience.
Truman Capote utilized an impeccable style to develop what he termed the "nonfiction"
novel. Two one-novel writers produced classics in Southern (and American) literature:
Harper Lee's To Kill A Mockingbird (1960) is a sensitive treatment of adolescence and
racism; and Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man (1952) makes an impact as a Statement on
modem man's existential fate as well as the political significance of African-Americans
in the United States. Walker Percy's interest in Christian existentialism provided a
foundation for his increasingly conservative novels, while John Barth reworked
traditional forms and points of view that had been developed over the entire history of
fiction. Others who belong on a list of significant authors of short fiction and _the novel
4
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among the second generation of renaissance writers should include Fred Chappell,
Ellen Douglas, Shelby Foote, Ernest J. Gaines, Chester Himes, Cormac McCarthy,
Reynolds Price, Elizabeth Spencer, Peter Taylor, and John A. Williams.
The leading poet of the postwar generation of Southern writers was James
Dickey, trained at Vanderbilt, who also produced an intriguing novel that dealt with
man's potential for violence and salvation, Deliverance (1970). Other poets attracting
critical praise include A. R. Ammons, Wendell Berry, John William Corrington, Julia
Fields, Dabney Stuart, and Miller Williams. A second generation of university
teachers continued the earlier critical explorations of Southern literature and
scholarship. They include C. Hugh Holman (North Carolina); Arlin Turner (Louisiana
State and Duke); Lewis Simpson (Louisiana State); Thomas Daniel Young and Walter
Sullivan (Vanderbilt); and Louis D. Rubin (Hollins and North Carolina). The
renaissance continued in the field of journalism, also, as Ralph McGill, Hodding
Carter, Harry Ashmore and Willie Morris contributed to the tradition of liberal
journalism in the 1950s.
By 1994, members of the first and even the second generation of writers that
made up the Southern Literary Renaissance have passed or are passing from the scene.
Fortunately, their art continues to inspire and inform. Some have argued that the
renaissance is over, that contemporary writers from the South share too little in the
Southern tradition and, even, that the South has lost most, if not all, of its regional
distinctiveness. However, the "new" South of the sixties, seventies, eighties and
beyond is experiencing its own array of social and cultural changes and challenges in
cities such as Atlanta, Charlotte, Birmingham, Nashville, and Richmond, in suburban
communities, and in the countryside along the many interstate highways. In these areas
can be found the kinds of intellectual conflicts that often stir the imagination and
stimulate creative writing. Writers such as Alex Haley, Maya Angelou, Pat Conroy,
Nikki Giovanni, Bobbie Ann Mason, Anne Tyler, and Alice Walker are providing a
new, refreshing perspective on the themes of the older generation. The fact that many
of these successors to the heritage of the renaissance are African-American and/or
women is as refreshing as it is demonstrative of a continued creativity from the writers
of Dixie.

Wilbur J. Cash, William Alexander Percy, Richard M. Weaver
and the Southern Mind
The year 1991 marked the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of Wilbur J.
Cash's The Mind of the South, a work that was recognized immediately by
contemporaries as a significant contribution to an understanding of Southern history and
culture. Since 1941, Cash's only book-length study has acquired the status of classic
and has become one of a relative few such icons in American and, especially, Southern
historiography which must be considered, one way or another, by scholars. A piece of
revisionism when it was first issued, The Mind of the South itself has spawned a body
of revisionist literature which is legion in number. Cash contended that the South has
displayed a unity of thought and feeling throughout its history. Central to the Southern
5
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"mind" were romanticism, violence, rhetorical excesses, individualism, and the
predominance, for whites, of racial solidarity rather than class consciousness. Cash
believed that continuity rather than change characterized Southern history and culture
and that there was little need for an Old South/New South dichotomy-an evaluation
which greatly devalues the over-all significance of the Civil War in shaping the history
and development of the region.
Tragically, 1941 also witnessed the death of Cash shortly after his masterpiece
was published. Born in 1900 and raised a son of the Carolina Piedmont, Cash was
educated at Wake Forest College. During his brief life, he taught school and worked
as a journalist and editor. It is quite evident that Wilbur J. Cash thought of himself
primarily as a writer and that journalism provided merely a secure means of income.
As a writer, Cash was greatly influenced by H. L. Mencken who published several of
his essays in American Mercury, but, in the end, Cash departed from the Menckenist
mode and acquired his own style. Throughout his life, Cash suffered from crippling
bouts of "neurasthenia" and depression which incapacitated him and required that he
spend long periods of time at home under his parents' care. A particularly severe
attack led Cash to commit suicide in Mexico City.
Another view of the South was published in 1941 in a work that contrasts nicely
with Cash's demythologizing depiction and serves as a sentimental tract which
defensively seeks to preserve the traditional Southern culture. Lanterns on the Levee
was written by William Alexander Percy (1885-1942), who was born in Greenville,
Mississippi to a family prominent in military, political, and business affairs and steeped
in the concept of noblesse oblige. Percy was educated at the University of the South
(A.B. in 1904 and Litt.D. in 1939) and Harvard University (LL.B. in 1908). He
returned to Greenville in 1908 to practice law, became a war hero during the First
World War, and settled in Greenville to resume a patrician life marked by efforts to
keep the Ku Klux Klan from organizing in the vicinity, chairing the relief committee
that dealt with the great flood of 1927, and running the family's plantation. In addition
to his memoir, Lanterns, Percy published several volumes of poetry.
Lanterns on the Levee is Percy's major work and is a prose valedictory to
Southern aristocratic paternalism, based upon his personal experience and reflects the
Southern traits of personalism, sense of time and place, and classical stoicism. Percy
personified the cavalier ideal and belonged really to another century; he was also,
according to his friends, a living saint who quietly assumed burdens and responsibilities
that he could have easily have avoided had he been more "modern" in his outlook.
The culture and way of life of the Old South was in its twilight, Percy wrote:
The old Southern way of life in which I had been reared existed no more and
its values were ignored and derided. Negroes used to be servants, now they were
problems; manners used to be a branch of morals, now they were merely bad; poverty
used to be worn with style and dignity, now it was a stigma of failure; politics used to
be the study of men proud and jealous of America's honor, now it was a game played
by self-seekers which no man need bother his head about; where there had been an
accepted pattern of living, there was no pattern whatsoever.
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Richard M. Weaver (1910-1963) was born in Asheville, North Carolina and
attended the University of Kentucky (A.B. in 1932), Vanderbilt University (M.A. in
1934) and Louisiana State University (Ph.D. in 1943). His intellectual development
was forever marked by the agrarian influences he was exposed to in his graduate
studies, although, in his younger days, he briefly flirted with socialism. Weaver spent
most of his professional career at the University of Chicago where he taught classical
rhetoric and wrote on philosophical issues that linked both rhetoric and other concerns
of the humanities with the moral and social values of Western civilization. His
principal work on the South was his doctoral dissertation, "The Confederate South
1865-1910: A Study in the Survival of a Mind and a Culture," which was published
posthumously in 1968 as The Southern Tradition at Bay. In this work, Weaver depicts
the South as a unique entity and connects Southern traditional culture with European or
Western traditional culture. This study, along with his other publications, emphasized
traditional Southern values and stressed the connection between language and ideology.
At the heart of his conviction was an unwavering devotion to the politics of principle
and the tradition of limited government. Weaver referred to himself, at the University
of Chicago, as an "Agrarian in exile;" however at the time of his death, he was
preparing to return to teach at Vanderbilt.
Wilbur J. Cash, The Mind of the South.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1941.
First edition, with jacket. Signed by author on front free end paper: "Cordially yours,
W. J. Cash". Cash believed, "The South, one might say, is a tree with many age
rings, with its limbs and trunk bent and twisted by all the winds of the years, but with
its tap root in the Old South. . . . So far from being modernized, in many ways it has
actually always marched away, as to this day it continues to do, from the present
toward the past. "
William Alexander Percy, Lanterns on the Levee: Recollections of a Planter's Son.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1941.
First edition, ninth printing. In the forward, Percy writes, "So while the world I know
is crashing to bits, and what with the noise and the cryings-out no man could hear a
trumpet blast, much less an idle evening reverie, I will indulge a heart beginning to be
fretful by repeating to it the stories it knows and loves of my own country and my own
people."
William Alexander Percy, Lanterns on the Levee: Recollections of a Planter's Son.
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1993.
Library of Southern Civilization edition. With an introduction by Walker Percy.
Richard M. Weaver, The Southern Tradition at Bay: A History of Postbellum
Thought.
New Rochelle, NY: Arlington House, 1968.
First edition. Edited by George Core and M. E. Bradford. Weaver held that the
South's claim to attention "can be described only in terms of the mandate of
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civilization. In its battle for survival the South has lost ground, but it has kept from
extinction some things whose value is emphasized by the disintegration of the modem
world."

Prose Fiction of the Southern Renaissance
The themes of the Southern Literary Renaissance were transmitted by its authors
via poetry, drama, literary criticism, and in the classroom. However, prose fiction, in
the form of novels and short stories, was successfully utilized as well. Writers such as
William Faulkner, Thomas Wolfe, Erskine Caldwell, Margaret Mitchell, Stark Young
and many others created a legion of memorable characters, placed them in stark and
striking settings and situations, and created a body of work that stimulated and sparked
the imagination of contemporary readers in the United States and throughout the world.
Indeed, the novels and short stories of the renaissance have endured and continue to be
popular today.

William Faulkner
Born: 25 September 1897 in New Albany, Mississippi
Died: 7 July 1962 in Oxford, Mississippi

William Faulkner is recognized as one of the greatest American writers of prose
fiction in the twentieth century. He was responsible for transforming his native South
into a universal place of the imagination in brilliant novels and stories, and, according
to Cleanth Brooks, Faulkner "was an original. There is no one else quite like him in
American literature. His place in the canon is secure." Faulkner, along with other
writers of the Renaissance, came to maturity when his native Mississippi and the South
were changing. He grew up in Oxford, Mississippi, greatly influenced by post-Civil
War Southern culture, but he also experienced the modernizing forces of the early
twentieth century in the region. Although the world which he created in his novels and
stories was fundamentally traditional, Faulkner's formal and technical strategies were
exciting and he experimented fearlessly with them. He depicted himself as "merely" a
storyteller, however, his special qualities are variety and plenitude. His work attains
great comedy as well as profound and intense tragedy through many fine and subtle
psychological studies and a profusion of characters vividly but succinctly portrayed.
Faulkner fully absorbed and utilized the Southern oral tradition but he also chanced a
flamboyant language, rich cadences, and elaborate imagery.
Faulkner was influenced by his own family's prominent role in the history of
the South. His grandfather served as a colonel in the Confederate army and was a local
lawyer, politician, railroad builder, and civic benefactor. The family's strict code of
honor, its sense of white social status and its often violent exploits provided Faulkner a
good deal of inspiration for his fiction. The writer's early, formal education was
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erratic and rather aimless; in 1915 he left high school for a clerical job in his
grandfather's bank. In 1918, he enlisted in the Royal Canadian Air Force after being
rejected by the United States military but the war ended before he completed his
training. Faulkner returned to Oxford and enrolled as a special student at the
University of Mississippi where he published poems and drawings in student
magazines. His first book, a collection of pastoral poems titled The Marble Faun, was
published in 1924.
Soldier's Pay, Faulkner's first novel, was written in 1925 in New Orleans while
he was there doing newspaper work, and was published in 1926. Written in the vein of
the "lost generation," the work treats the homecoming of a soldier who has been
physically and psychologically disabled in the First World War. His second novel,
Mosquitoes (1927) was set in New Orleans and is a satirical tale about a group of
Southern artists and intellectuals. His next novel was the first to use the fictional
Mississippi county of Yoknapatawpha, a locale that provided the setting for many of
his best-known works. Sartoris, originally titled "Flags in the Dust" (published uncut
in 1973), appeared in 1929 and begins Faulkner's treatment of the decline of the
Compson, Sartoris, Benbow, and McCaslin families which represent the Old South and
the rise of the Snopes family, their displacers. The Yoknapatawpha saga ranges from
the days of Indian possession, through the pre-Civil War era, down to modem times.
Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury (1929), a work in which he experimented
with narrative technique by using multiple points of view-most notably, that of Benjy
Compson, an "idiot" -launched his most productive period, although the fragmented,
non-chronological structure proved unsuccessful in terms of the market. Writing this
novel, Faulkner said, gave him "that emotion definite and physical and yet nebulous to
describe: that ecstasy, that eager and joyous faith and anticipation of surprise which the
yet unmarred sheet beneath my hand held inviolate and unfailing, waiting for release."
As I Lay Dying (1930) continued the experimentation and contained 59
monologues by a variety of characters that reveal the intricate ties that bind a poorwhite family. It demonstrates Faulkner's comic as well as his tragic vision. Ostensibly
written to make money for the writer, but well-crafted nonetheless, Sanctuary was
published in 1931. It created an uproar due to its graphic description of a brutal rape
scene, but it sold well as it was presented in a more conventional, commercially-viable
form. Other novels, Light in August (1932) and Absalom, Absalom! (1936), confirmed
his craft and skill. Other important works include The Hamlet (1940), Intruder in the
Dust (1948), and several volumes of short stories, including Collected Stories (1950).
Of additional interest are the novels, Pylon (1935), The Unvanquished (1938), The
Wild Palms (1939), A Fable (1954), and his last major work, The Reivers (1962).
_ Faulkner suffered a number of financial difficulties due in part to the lack of
sales of his work and, over a twenty year period, he was forced to work as a
scriptwriter in Hollywood. Among his more notable credits are versions of Ernest
Hemingway's To Have and Have Not (1945) and Raymond Chandler's The Big Sleep
(1946). Most of his film work is of little consequence, however. Despite his critical
success, especially in Europe, all of Faulkner's novels were out of print when Malcolm
Cowley's edited Portable Faulkner appeared in 1946. Due to Cowley's influence
(among others, such as Robert Penn Warren), his work was increasingly appreciated
9
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during the last decade of his life. In 1949, Faulkner was elected to the America
Academy of Arts and Letters and, in 1950, he was awarded the Nobel Prize. In later
works, such as Requiem for a Nun (1951), The Town (1957), and The Mansion (1959),
he grappled with the South's changing culture and political structure in the context of
world history and national events-as he also did in numerous public letters, speeches
and interviews. A lifetime of hard living and hard drinking contributed to his fatal
heart attack in Oxford on July 6, 1962.

The Marble Faun.
Boston: The Four Seas Company, 1924.
First and only separate edition. Faulkner's first book, a cycle of nineteen poems
(including prologue and epilogue). The preface was written by Phil Stone, a longtime
friend in Oxford who was an early admirer of Faulkner's talent. A scarce work, it is
estimated that perhaps 100 copies survive.
Soldier's Pay.
New York: Boni and Liveright, 1926.
First edition, first printing, lacks jacket. This is Faulkner's frrst published novel and
was recommended for publication by Sherwood Anderson. A novel of postwar
disillusionment, it reflects the themes and mood of Eliot's The Waste Land although it
remains firmly grounded in the cultural environment known frrsthand by Faulkner.
The frrst printing of this title consisted of 2,500 copies.
Soldier's Pay.
London: Chatto and Windus, 1930.
First British edition, first printing, with jacket. Preface by novelist and playwright,
Richard Hughes; 2000 copies were printed.
Mosquitoes.
New York: Boni and Liveright, 1927.
First edition, frrst printing, with "mosquitoes" jacket, one of two variant jackets for
this printing. Herein is evidence that the author had read James Joyce and was well
acquainted with the stylistic devices of Ulysses. The last Faulkner book published by
Boni and Liveright; 3,047 copies were printed.
Mosquitoes.
New York: Boni and Liveright, 1927.
First edition, including other jacket variant with cartoon representing four card players
aboard a yacht.

Sartoris.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1929.
First edition, first printing, lacks jacket. The first in the Yoknapatawpha County
series, it is the first to mention the Snopeses. This is the only Faulkner work published
by Harcourt, Brace; 1,998 copies were printed.
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Flags in the Dust.
New York: Random House, 1973.
First edition, first printing, with jacket designed by Anita Karl. Edited and with
introduction by Douglas Day. The "long" version of Sanoris, as edited from
Faulkner's manuscripts.
The Sound and the Fury.
New York: Jonathan Cape and Harrison Smith, 1929.
First edition, first printing, with jacket. Beautifully, though intricately, structured, the
novel presents three stream-of-consciousness sequences taken from the minds of three
Compson brothers; only in the last section is the reader provided an objective third
person narrative. The sophisticated handling of point of view and human voice equals
the greatest work of Faulkner's European contemporaries. This novel was first printed
in 1, 789 copies.
As I Lay Dying.

New York: Jonathan Cape and Harrison Smith, 1930.
First edition, first printing, presumably second state, with jacket. As with The Sound
and the Fury, 59 short interior monologues are utilized to vividly present the events
surrounding the illness, death and burial of Addie Bundren in this experimental novel.
First printing, 2,522 copies.
As I Lay Dying.
New York: Random House, 1964.
New edition, reset and corrected, first printing, with jacket. Based on a collation by
James B. Meriwether of the first edition against Faulkner's original manuscript and
typescript.
Sanctuary.
New York: Jonathan Cape and Harrison Smith, 1931.
First edition, first printing, with jacket. Faulkner's first popular success in America.
In 1932, he said he wrote the original version deliberately to make money, using "the
most horrific tale I could imagine. " A successful rewriting produced a powerful piece
that confronts and admits the fact of pure evil. First printing, 2,219 copies.
These 13.
_New York: Jonathan Cape and Harrison Smith, 1931.
First edition, first trade printing, lacks jacket. First appearance of several stories,
including "Victory," "All the Dead Pilots," "Crevasse," and "Divorce in Naples."
Also includes revised versions of "Ad Astra," "Red Leaves," "Hair," and others.
Faulkner believed that stories should be linked by "characters or chronology" and
described the ones in this volume as concerning "the war, the imaginary town of
Jefferson, and a few in other settings." First printing, about 2,000 copies.
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Idyll in the Desert.
New York: Random House, 1931.
Only edition, only printing, with drawings, lacks jacket. The first Faulkner work
published by Random House, number 80 of a limited, signed edition of 400 copies.
Light In August.
New York: Harrison Smith and Robert Haas, 1932.
First edition, first printing, with jacket designed by Arthur Hawkins, Jr. This novel
differs from his other early novels in that it does not concentrate on a single family, but
it involves similar issues of human need, dissatisfaction, crisis, and redemption through ·
endurance. Set in Yoknapatawpha, it pays attention to the individual's sense of place
in a racist society. First printing of 8,500 copies.
A Green Bough.
New York: Harrison Smith and Robert Haas, 1933.
First edition, first trade issue, lacks jacket. Faulkner's second book of poetry,
containing forty-four numbered but untitled poems, of which fourteen had previously
been published.
Doctor Martino and Other Stories.
New York: Harrison Smith and Robert Haas, 1934.
First edition, first trade issue, lacks jacket. First appearance of two of the fourteen
stories, "Black Music," and "Leg."
Pylon.

New York: Harrison Smith and Robert Haas, 1935.
First edition, first trade issue, with jacket designed by Maurer. This work treats one of
Faulkner's strong interests, aviation. It focuses on the lives of four adults and a child
who travel nomadically from air show to air show to compete in races.
Absalom! Absalom!
New York: Random House, 1936.
First edition, first printing (trade issue), lacks jacket. Concerns the frustrated attempts
of Thomas Sutpen to found a Southern dynasty in nineteenth-century Mississippi. The
narrative is related by Quentin Compson, one of the characters in The Sound and the
Fury. Tipped in is a fold-out map of Yoknapatawpha County, based on a drawing by
Faulkner. Also included is a chronology and genealogy of the Sutpen family.
The Unvanquished.
New York: Random House, 1938.
First edition, frrst printing (trade issue), lacks jacket, drawings by Edward Shenton.
Presents, through Bayord Sartoris, the belief that man must learn from the past to live
in a viable present, to adapt to change so that change will not control his existence.
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The Wild Palms.
New York: Random House, 1939.
First edition, first printing (trade issue), with jacket. Novel consisting of two
complimentary "stories," "Wild Palms" and "Old Man" in alternating chapters.
The Hamlet.
New York: Random House, 1940.
First edition, first printing (trade issue), with jacket. Volume I of the Snopes trilogy,
of which The Town (1957) and The Mansion (1959) form the other parts. This volume
documents the rise to power of the depraved Snopes family.
Go Down, Moses and Other Stories.
New York: Random House, 1942.
First edition, first printing (trade issue), with jacket. Despite the title of this frrst
printing, Faulkner considered this work a novel; after the first printing, he omitted
"and Other Stories." "The Bear" is one of several interrelated pieces about Southern
blacks.
Intruder in the Dust.
New York: Random House, 1948.
First edition, first printing, with jacket designed by E. McKnight Kauffer. Faulkner's
first novel since 1942, tells the story of Lucas Beauchamp, a black man who is unjustly
accused of murder and who is eventually acquitted of the crime despite the racial
prejudice that permeates society. In 1949, Faulkner was elected to the American
Academy of Arts and Letters and was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1950.
Knight's Gambit.
New York: Random House, 1949.
First edition, first printing, with jacket. Contains first appearance of "Knight's
Gambit," a 33,000 word novella, and reprints five other stories. All six are detective
stories featuring lawyer Gavin Stevens.
Collected Stories of William Faulkner.
New York: Random House, 1950.
First edition, first printing, with jacket. Reprints without change forty-two stories,
grouped into six unified sections: "The Country," "The Village," "The Wilderness,"
"The Wasteland," "The Middle Ground," and "Beyond."
Requiem for a Nun.
New York: Random House, 1951.
First edition, first printing (trade issue), with jacket. This novel, in the form of a
three-act play with each act introduced by a narrative prologue, stands as a sequel to
Sanctuary. It offers a less brutal treatment of sexual themes than was found in its
predecessor.
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A Fable.
New York: Random House, 1954.
First edition, first printing (trade issue), with jacket designed by Riki Levinson.
Faulkner made clear in his Nobel Prize address that he wanted his new work to be
more affirmative and more insistent on the power of humankind to endure and to
prevail. This change in tone is found in this work, an allegory of the story of Jesus in
a World War I setting. It won the Pulitzer Prize in 1955.
The Town.
New York: Random House, 1957.
First edition, first printing. Number 286 of a limited, signed issue of 450 copies, with
acetate jacket. The second volume of the Snopes trilogy, of which The Hamlet was the
first, carries on the story of the Flem Snopes and his coming to Jefferson.
The Mansion.
New York: Random House, 1959.
First edition, first printing. Number 239 of a limited, signed issue of 500 copies, with
acetate jacket. Concludes the Snopes story, found in The Hamlet and The Town, by
treating the family in the first half of the twentieth century.
The Reivers: A Reminiscence.
New York: Random House, 1962.
First edition, first printing. Number 343 of a limited, signed issue of 500 copies, with
acetate jacket. This work, Faulkner's final novel, won a Pulitzer Prize and is an
amusing fictive "reminiscence" of a boy's various misadventures in 1905. It was
published just before his death.
The Wishing Tree.
New York: Random House, 1967.
First edition, first printing, with jacket. Faulkner's only children's book, a fantasy
written many years before its posthumous publication.

Shon Stories
"A Rose for Emily," Forum 83 (Aprill930): 233-238.
Drawings by Weldon Bailey. Faulkner's first published story except for one that
appeared in the student weekly at the University of Mississippi (in 1919).

"Spotted Horses," Scribner's Magazine 89 (June 1931): 585-597.
Incorporated, extensively revised, in The Hamlet.
"Death Drag," Scribner's Magazine 91 (January 1932): 34-42.
Reprinted with minor changes as "Death Drag" in Doctor Manino and Collected

Stories.
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"Wash," Harper's Magazine 168 (February 1934): 258-266.
Reprinted in Doctor Martino and Collected Stories; incorporated, extensively revised,
in Absalom! Absalom!
"Skinnish at Sartoris," Scribner's Magazine 91 (April 1935): 193-200.
Incorporated, revised, in The Unvanquished.
"Lion," Harper's Magazine 172 (December 1935): 67-77.
Incorporated, extensively revised, in "The Bear," Go Down, Moses.
"Go Down, Moses," Collier's 107 (January 25, 1941): 19-20, 45, 46.
Illustrated by George Howe. Revised version in Go Down, Moses.
"A Name for the City," Harper's Magazine 201 (October 1950): 200-202, 204, 206,
208, 210, 212-214.
An early version of the introduction to Act I of Requiem for a Nun.
"Race at Morning," Saturday Evening Post 227 (March 5, 1955): 26-27, 103-104, 106.
Illustrated by Ray Prohaska. Revised for Big Woods.
"Hell Creek Crossing," Saturday Evening Post 235 (March 31, 1962): 22-25.
Illustrated by James Lewicki. Prepublication excerpt from The Reivers.

Miscellaneous Prose
"I Decline to Accept the End of Man," Perspectives U.S.A. 1 (Fall1952): 9-10.
The revised text of Faulkner's Nobel Prize address.
"Never Be Afraid," Harvard Advocate 135 (November 1951): 7.
Commencement address: University High School, Oxford, Mississippi, 28 May 1951.
"Faith or Fear," Atlantic Monthly 192 (August 1953): 53-55.
Commencement address: Pine Manor Junior College, Wellesley, Massachusetts, 8 June
1953, for his daughter Jill's graduation.
"The Rights of Man," The Delta Review 2 (July-August 1965): 40, 42.
Reprint of speech Faulkner delivered to the seventeenth annual meeting of the Delta
Co!Jncil at Delta State Teachers College, 15 May 1952.
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Thomas Wolfe
Born: 3 October 1900 in Asheville, North Carolina
Died: 15 September 1938 in Baltimore, Maryland

Thomas Wolfe is considered one of the first Southern novelists to transcend his
region. His self-consciousness about his American identity, along with his rhythmic
prose, has brought comparisons with Melville and Whitman. Saturated with selffascination and self-torment, Wolfe's writing is imbued with a romantic quality,
defmed by its powerful emotionalism and sprawling formlessness. His works are
highly autobiographical, swollen by a frenzied rhetoric that is sometimes highly lyrical . .
Louis D. Rubin has argued that Wolfe's novels and stories "provide, in their
poignancy, their intense lyricism, their rhetorical excess, and their depiction of change
and loss, a special and unique view of a Southern time and place."
Born in Asheville, North Carolina in 1900, Thomas Wolfe was educated at the
University of North Carolina and Harvard University where he received the M.A. in
1922. He studied playwrighting in Cambridge and, after graduation, wrote two plays:
Welcome to Our City (1923) and The Return of Buck Gavin (1923). From 1924 to
1930, he taught English at New York University, where he wrote the play
Mannerhouse (published posthumously in 1948), about the decay of a Southern family.
His first (and considered his best) novel, Look Homeward Angel, was published in
1929. After its publication, Wolfe decided to become a full-time writer. His next
book, a short novel titled A Ponrait of Bascom Hawke (1932) was later worked into a
larger work, Of Time and the River (1935). A collection of stories, From Death to
Morning, was published in 1935 and, a year later, The Story of a Novel, a critical
examination of his own work, was published. He died in 1938 from complications
resulting from pneumonia. A considerable amount of material was left behind from
which Edward C. Aswell edited and published including The Web and the Rock (1939),
You Can't Go Home Again (1940); a volume of short stories was issued in 1965, The
Lost Boy. The total body of creative writing that came from this gifted native of
Asheville secures his place in the literature of that region he once referred to as "the
dark, ruined Helen of his blood."

Of Time and the River.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1935.
First edition, with jacket. Wolfe saw the book as an account of "man's search to find a
father, not merely the lost father of his youth, but the image of a strength and wisdom
external to his need and superior to his hunger, to which belief and power of his own
life could be united." It praises the American earth, criticizes the ugliness of urban
squalor, but proclaims the triumphs of modem technology. The overly lengthy,
sprawling novel was the last published by Scribner's and released Wolfe from his
"dependence" upon his editor, Maxwell Perkins.
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The Hills Beyond.
New York: Avon Book Company, 1944.
First paperback edition. Three novels were fashioned from the original manuscript of
"The Web and the Rock" (over a million words long): The Web and the Rock (1939),
You Can't Go Home Again (1940), and The Hills Beyond (1941) by Edward C. Aswell.
This publication includes a note on Wolfe by Aswell.
"The House of the Far and Lost," Scribner's Magazine XCVI (August 1934): 71-81.
"The Bell Remembered," The American Mercury 38 (August 1936): 457-466.

Margaret Mitchell
Born: 8 November 1900 in Atlanta, Georgia
Died: 11 August 1949 in Atlanta, Georgia

During the years of the Great Depression, the American public devoured
thousands of copies of Southern Civil War fiction, some of it good, some bad. Among
the good, one can include Stark Young's So Red the Rose (1934), James Boyd's
Marching On (1927), William Faulkner's The Unvanquished (1938), Caroline
Gordon's None Shall Look Back (1937), and Allen Tate's The Father's (1938). As
popular as Young's So Red the Rose proved to be-it sold hundreds of thousands of
copies-it was eclipsed by Margaret Mitchell's Gone With the Wind, published in 1936.
Gone With the Wind was a best seller the day it was published (50,000 copies sold on
that day alone) and by May 1941 it had sold 3,368,000 copies (hard-bound editions in
the English language). It received the Pulitzer Prize in 1937. The popularity of
Mitchell's novel, her only book, was further enhanced by the production of a motionpicture version first released in 1939.
Margaret Mitchell was born to a long-established family in Atlanta and she
spent most of her life there. After an education in Atlanta schools and Smith College,
she found a job on the staff of the Atlanta Journal Sunday Magazine and worked with
Erskine Caldwell and Frances Newman. Because of ill health, she resigned her job in
1926 and attempted to write short stories, but found no market for them. She then
began composing a long novel which was virtually completed by 1929. It remained
unfinished, however, until1935 when she showed the manuscript to Harold Latham, a
literary "scout" for the Macmillan Company. After the work's almost immediate
acceptance, it took several months to rewrite, including checking for historical accuracy
and filling gaps in the plot. It was presented to the public on June 30, 1936 and,
thereafter, Mitchell's life was permanently dominated by the tale. She wrote no more
fiction and strenuously guarded her privacy. Mitchell did emerge periodically, with
her work related to the war effort during the Second World War and she attended the
premier of the filmed version of Gone With The Wind in Atlanta in 1939. In 1938, she
told a reporter she had experienced "months of torment, mixed with joy beyond
comprehension" since the appearance of her book. That same year she wrote "When
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you have published a book, you have given a hostage to fortune." She died in 1949
after being struck by a taxicab.
Gone With the Wind.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1936.
First edition, lacks dust jacket. Volume includes newspaper photo of author pasted to
front paste-down endpaper and book reviews from the New York Herald (by Henry
Steele Commager) and the Toledo Blade pasted to the back endpapers. Set in Goorgia
during the Civil War, it is the story of the strong-willed Scarlett O'Hara and her
determination to maintain her family's property, Tara, despite the vicissitudes of the ·
war and its aftermath.

Stark Young
Born: 11 October 1881 in Como, Mississippi
Died: 6 January 1963 in New York City

Of all the writers of the Southern Literary Renaissance, Stark Young may be
considered the most versatile.
However, he has been tagged a "Southern
conservative," and this has affected his reputation. He did not, however, wish to see
the restoration of the Old South civilization that had perished in the Civil War, but
sought to identify its "good" elements. He was a defender of traditional values and
protested the materialism of industrial, urban America, but his efforts as poet,
playwright, director, critic, essayist, novelist, translator, and painter have been
relegated largely to cultural history. Only in theater criticism and the Southern Civil
War novel did he make a significant contribution to literature. It was said that, in
fiction, as in criticism, he stood for something. Young belonged, one critic wrote,
"with all those writers who have valued the life of the affections, the harmonious
relationships among them, and the importance of beauty and art in the good life. "
Stark Young was born in the village of Como, Mississippi in 1881. He
attended the University of Mississippi and graduated in 1901. Immediately thereafter
Young began a stellar academic career, teaching English literature at Ole Miss, the
University of Texas, and at Amherst College until 1921. In addition to teaching, he
published poetry, plays and aesthetic criticism. He moved to New York in 1921 to
concentrate on his writing, becoming a leading critic for the New Republic, and entered
an intense period of creativity. In 1926, he added fiction to his repertoire and
published three novels over the next three years. His fmal novel, the commercially
popular So Red the Rose, was published in 1934. Young stood with the Fugitives and
Agrarians by writing the concluding essay for their manifesto, I'll Take My Stand,
titled "Not in Defense, but in Memoriam." He resigned from the New Republic in
1947, and a disabling stroke in 1959 ultimately led to his death in 1963.
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So Red the Rose.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934.
First edition with dust jacket. A best-selling historical novel set in Mississippi during
the Civil War, the book has remained relatively popular both as a novel and as a
motion picture. Of all the Civil War novels, this work most effectively voiced the
author's Agrarian protest against modem industrialism and extolled the humanistic
values of classical civilization. Although the South was defeated and the triumphant
pecuniary values of the industrial order foretell a dismal future for the region, Young
reaffirms his faith in the continuity of the agrarian ideals as embodied in the McGehee
family: personal integrity, standards of conduct outside the individual, sympathy for
others, love of the land, and respect for the order of nature.

Erskine Caldwell
Born: 17 December, 1903 in White Oak, Georgia
Died: 11 April1987 in Paradise Valley, Arizona

Through his novels and short stories, Erskine Caldwell became best known for
his portrayal of poor whites and blacks in the rural deep South. One of the few liberal
writers (on social issues) who utilized the "anti-type" of the poor white for his subjects,
Caldwell was among the most prolific and controversial of Southern writers. Over a
long writing career, both his popular and critical reception have fluctuated
dramatically, with recent interest in his works focusing on their regional and historical
importance. Ideologically, his fiction was about needs, obsessions, frustrations, and
sublimations manifested through the grotesque dehumanization of the tenant farmer,
who had been reduced to grinding poverty by the social and economic system.
Caldwell was briefly educated at the University of Virginia, then began writing
short fiction. He moved to New York City in 1930 and shortly thereafter published his
most famous works, Tobacco Road (1932), God's Little Acre (1933), and Trouble in
July (1940). A House in the Uplands (1946), and Jenny by Nature (1961) are among
his many other novels with Southern settings (he viewed regional writing as being more
important than trying to be universal). He also published numerous short stories, nonfictional documentaries and essays. Due to his explicit treatment of sexuality and
hysteria in Southern religion, Caldwell's works were often attacked as pornography (or
worse) and banned in some communities.
Tobacco Road.
New York: Grosset and Dunlap, c1932.
The -novel which first brought Caldwell to prominence depicts a family of white
sharecroppers driven to desperate and degenerate acts by the oppression of a changing
economic system. Their story illustrates the consequences of the yielding of the human
spirit to the spirit of animal survival and was successfully dramatized by Jack Kirkland
in 1933. The play ran for over 3000 consecutive Broadway performances.
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Tobacco Road.
Savannah, Georgia: The Beehive Press, 1974.
This edition contains photographs by Margaret Bourke-White, Caldwell's wife, who
collaborated with the author on other projects, including You Have Seen Their Faces (a
documentary on Southern sharecroppers, 1937), and Say! Is This the U.S.A.? (1941).
God's Little Acre.
Savannah, Georgia: The Beehive Press, 1977.
This edition is illustrated with photographs by various photographers that date from
1935-1941. The novel was written, according to the author, "about a family's heroic ·
but futile search for earthly happiness in a hardscrabble world."

Harper Lee
Born: 28 April1926 in Monroeville, Alabama

Harper Lee grew up in the small town of Monroeville, Alabama where she
attended the public schools. After attending Huntington College in Montgomery for
one year, Lee studied law at the University of Alabama (1945-1949) and then studied
for one year at Oxford University. While at the University of Alabama, she published
some creative writing in Rammer Jammer, the student literary magazine and served, for
a time as its editor. After college, Lee moved to New York City where she worked
during the 1950s as a reservations clerk with Eastern Airlines and British Overseas
Airways. At the end of the decade, she gave up her job to write full time. Her novel,
To Kill a Mockingbird (1960), represents a plea for interracial understanding and won
the Pulitzer Prize in 1961. Lee also received in 1961 the Alabama Library Association
Award and the Brotherhood Award of the National Conference of Christians and Jews;
in 1962, she received the Bestsellers' paperback of the year award. To Kill a
Mockingbird has been translated into several languages and was filmed in 1962.
Although never realizing success of a similar sort with subsequent publications, Harper
Lee continued writing and contributed nonfiction pieces to several national magazines.

To Kill a Mockingbird.
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1960.
First edition, ninth impression, with jacket. Signed by author on title page. Set in a
small Alabama town similar to Lee's own Monroeville, the novel is the story, seen
through the eyes of the young daughter, of a lawyer who defends a black man charged
with raping a white woman. When the man is convicted and sent to prison, he tries to
escape and is shot to death. This shooting is compared to the senseless shooting of
songbirds by hunters and children.
Honon Foote, The Screenplay of To KiU a Mockingbird.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1964.
First edition, "A Harvest Book." Foote's adaptation of Harper Lee's novel earned him
an Academy Award in 1962 for best screenplay based on material from another source.
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"Some Writers of Our Times: A Very Informal Fssay," Rammer Jammer
(November 1945): 14-15.
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"Act Two, Scene Two of Romeo and Juliet, or, Now You Know Why the Bard
Groans in His Eternal Sleep," Rammer Jammer 21 (February 1946): 15.
"Now Is the Time for All Good Men ••• , " Rammer Jammer 22 (October 1946): 7,
17-18.

Ralph Ellison
Born: 1 March 1914 in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Died: 16 April1994 in Manhattan, New York

Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, published in 1952, received such critical acclaim
that it is considered an American classic, although it is the author's only novel. Ellison
also wrote short stories and essays. He studied music at the Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama (1933-1936) then moved to New York City to study sculpture, and soon
began writing book reviews, essays and short stories, being encouraged by Richard
Wright. In 1942 Ellison helped found and edit the short-lived Negro Quanerly. After
the Second World War, he worked for seven years on Invisible Man, a work that
guaranteed his place as a literary heir to Wright (along with James Baldwin). The book
was attacked by the radical Left in the 1950s and by black nationalists in the 1960s, but
remains one of the central texts of the twentieth century African American experience.
Ellison taught creative writing, black culture, and humanities at various major
universities, including Rutgers, the University of Chicago, and New York University.
He retired from NYU in 1980 to work on his second novel.

Invisible Man.
New York: Random House, 1952.
First edition, with jacket. A semi-autobiographical account of a black man's gradual
self-discovery that won the National Book Award in 1953. The work's content and
sophisticated artistry are derived from the author's knowledge of music, Southern black
folklife, American culture and literature.
Shadow and Act.
New York: Random House, 1964.
First edition, with jacket. This collection of essays reveals Ellison as an astute and
perceptive critic of literature and music, and American and Southern culture, also.
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Going to the Territory.
New York: Random House, 1986.
First edition, with jacket. A generous selection from Ellison's essays, lectures,
personal reminiscences, and interviews that serves as a companion volume to Shadow
and Act.

Walker Percy
Born: 28 May 1916 in Birmingham, Alabama
Died: 10 May 1990 in Covington, Louisiana

Walker Percy's early life was marked by tragedy although a legacy from his
"uncle" provided him the means to devote the majority of his life to his reading, his
writing, and his family. When he was eleven, Percy's father committed suicide; two
years later his mother died in an automobile accident. He and his two brothers were
adopted by their father's first cousin, William Alexander Percy (known to the boys as
"Uncle Will"), who was best known as the author of a memoir, Lanterns on the Levee
(1941). Will Percy was also the author of four volumes of poems, and a lawyer and
landowner in Greenville, Mississippi. The Percy home there was the site for many
visits by noted literary and artistic figures, including William Faulkner. Walker Percy
attended the University of North Carolina and received the B.A. degree in premed
chemistry in 1937. Uncle Will urged him to go on for the M.D. degree and he went to
Columbia University and completed his studies in medicine in 1941. While interning at
Bellevue Hospital, Percy contracted pulmonary tuberculosis and entered a sanitorium in
the Adirondacks. After his release in 1944, Percy returned to Columbia to teach
pathology but soon suffered a relapse, entered another sanitorium (in Connecticut), and
realized that he would be unable to practice medicine. During his recuperation, Percy
began to read existentialist writers such as Dostoevsky, Camus, Sartre, Heidegger, and
Kierkegaard, and decided to become a novelist. He returned to the South, married,
and became a Roman Catholic. Through the 1940s and 1950s, Percy published
philosophical essays in scholarly quarterlies and worked at accomplishing his literary
goals. His first novel, The Moviegoer, was published in 1961 and won the National
Book Award.
Existentialism, rather than the Civil War or other writers of the American
South, informed Percy's ongoing critique of humanism and the limits of the scientific
method. His novels, however, are distinctly Southern because of their use of the
Southern locale and because his protagonists are all Southern men; his sense of place is
clearly defined as Southern. Percy's novels are Southern also in their concern with the
ideal, a concept made especially familiar to him through his Uncle Will's outlook
regarding "honor" and the "gentleman." His fiction is dominated by a wry, sharply
ironic sense of humor, but the central focus is always upon the dilemma of being at
once alive in this world and alive to it. Percy's nonfiction is principally concerned
with the ways in which language impedes or enhances the business of being alive to this
world and the next. Percy himself noted that " [n]ovel writing is a serious business in
which the novelist is out both to give joy and to draw blood." He did both for his
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careful readers whom he knew constituted a sharp minority. With boyhood friend and
fellow writer Shelby Foote and members of his family in attendance, Percy died of
cancer in Covington, Louisiana in 1990.
The Moviegoer.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961.
First edition, with jacket. Percy's first novel, it won the National Book Award in
1962. Binx Bolling, the protagonist, wakes up one day to "the search," and attempts
to locate "what anyone would undertake if he were not sunk in the everydayness of his
own life."
The Last Gentleman.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1966.
First edition, with jacket designed by Janet Halverson. Inscribed by the author on front
free endpaper and on title page. A runner-up for the National Book Award, recounts
Will Barrett's odyssey from New York City to the Deep South and on to the
southwestern desert. Barrett, the "last gentleman," is a watcher, a wanderer, whose
problem finally boils down to "how to live from one ordinary minute to the next on a
Wednesday afternoon."
Love in the Ruins: The Adventures of a Bad Catholic at a Time Near the End of
the World.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1971.
First edition, with jacket designed by Janet Halverson. Dr. Tom More's great
invention, the lapsometer, "a caliper of the soul," was designed to cure his age's
malaise-the separation of body and spirit. Utilizing Dr. More and his invention, Dr.
Percy weaves his moral and philosophical concerns into a hilarious, ironic work.
The Message in the Bottle: How Queer Man is, How Queer Language is, and
What One Has to do With the Other.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1975.
First edition, with jacket. A collection of Percy's philosophical essays, including "The
Delta Factor," "The Loss of the Creature," "Metaphor as Mistake," and "The Mystery
of Language. "
Lancelot.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1977.
Fir~t edition, with dust jacket. A surprisingly bitter and penetrating work, the insane
Lancelot delivers a monologue from a prison hospital cell to a physician/confessor
named Percival. It represents a savage indictment of a culture in moral ruins.
Questions They Never Asked Me.
Northridge, Calif.: Lord John Press, 1979.
First edition. Three hundred numbered copies, signed by the author; this 1s an
unnumbered presentation copy.
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The Second Coming.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1980.
Limited first edition, issued in slipcase. This edition, signed by the author, is limited
to 450 numbered copies; this copy is number 443. Will Barrett returns, still searching,
and discovers a sanatorium escapee with problems of her own. In this novel, Barrett
comes to terms with good and evil, faith and uncertainty, which is conveyed by Percy
in an engaging language and style.
Novel Writing in an Apocalyptic Time.
New Orleans: Faust Publishing, 1986.
First edition. Limited to 300 numbered copies, of which this is number 155. Remarks
made at Millsaps College on the occasion of the inauguration of the Eudora Welty
Chair of Southern Studies.
The Thanatos Syndrome.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1987.
First edition, with jacket designed by Fred Marcellino. Signed by the author. The
author's last novel.

Elizabeth Spencer
Born: 19 July 1921 in Carrollton, Mississippi

Elizabeth Spencer was raised in Carrollton, Mississippi, a town about 60 miles
southwest of William Faulkner's Oxford, that was chosen to be the site for the fllmed
version of Faulkner's The Reivers because it had changed so little over 50 years (unlike
Oxford). Spencer began writing stories in high school and, as a student at Belhaven
College in Jackson, Mississippi, she edited the college newspaper, received the Chi
Delta Poetry Award, and placed second in the short-story division of the Southern
Literary Festival. After graduating from Belhaven College in 1942, Spencer studied
under Donald Davidson at Vanderbilt University and received her M.A. degree in
1943. She decided to become a full-time fiction writer after teaching jobs at Northwest
Junior College (in Senatobia, Mississippi) and Ward-Belmont College in Nashville and
reporting for the Nashville Tennessean.
Spencer's first novel, Fire in the Morning (1948), was successful and she was
encouraged to continue writing. She joined the faculty at the University of Mississippi
in 1948 and taught English and creative writing. Spencer's second novel, This Crooked
Way (1952), won for her a grant from the National Institute of Arts and Letters; a
Guggenheim Fellowship received in 1953 enable her to live and write in Italy. In
1957, she won the Rosenthal Award for her novel The Voice at the Back Door. In
1958, Spencer moved to Canada to live with her husband, John Arthur Blackwood
Rusher. She continued writing critically acclaimed novels and short stories (for which
she was awarded the Merit Medal for the Short Story by the American Academy and
Institute for Arts and Letters) and taught creative writing in Canada. In 1986, she
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accepted a teaching position at the University of North Carolina. In her work, Spencer
has utilized the rural settings and characters drawn from her native Mississippi as well
as the foreign places and cosmopolitan figures suggested by her traveling and living
abroad. Her vision of the human experience in whatever setting it is enacted is
generous and penetrating.

Fire in the Morning.
New York: Dodd, Mead, 1948.
First edition. Drawing largely from her native Carrollton, Spencer's acclaimed novel
presents an involved plot of four generations of hill-country Mississippians that is
strong on narrative line and its delineation of character. The protagonist, Kinloch
Armstrong, attempts to discover and expose the roots of an evil afflicting his
community. The work was warmly supported by Robert Penn Warren and Eudora
Welty.
This Crooked Way.
New York: Dodd, Mead, 1952.
First edition, with jacket. Spencer's second novel was "a hard book to write." In it
she utilized an experimental form of five discrete sections involving multiple
viewpoints and produced her own favorite of her "Mississippi books."
The Voice at the Back Door.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1956.
First edition, with jacket. Set in the twentieth-century South, the novel deals
principally with racial relations and was published at a time of mounting tensions
following the Brown vs. Board of Education decision.
The Light in the Piazza.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960.
First edition, with jacket. A commercially successful novel that presents the story of
an American woman who travels to Italy with her beautiful, but mentally challenged,
daughter. It originally appeared in the New Yorker and was later dramatized in a film
by MGM. Also, the novel was Spencer's first departure from the Southern locales of
her earlier novels, and the beginning of her fiction with international settings.
The Stories of Elizabeth Spencer.
Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1980.
Uncorrected proof, with mylar jacket. A collection that spanned 30 years of writing,
Spencer- thought "many of the stories are about liberation, and the regret you have
when you liberate yourself." For several years, she concentrated upon short fiction
which seemed more suited to the themes of the "restless life of the world."
"A Letter From Nell: A Story," The Gadfly (Winter 1948): 51-58.
Published in the Vanderbilt University literary magazine, signed by the author.
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Ellen Douglas
Born: 12 July 1921 in Natchez, Mississippi

"Ellen Douglas" is the pen name of Josephine Ayres Haxton who was born in
the Mississippi town of Natchez. She attended Randolph-Macon Woman's College in
Virginia and graduated from the University of Mississippi in 1942. She has speQt most
of her life residing in Greenville (home of the literary Percys). The term "late
bloomer" adequately describes her writing career. Although her output has been
relatively small, critics have recognized Douglas as one of the most important ·
contemporary writers in Mississippi. A Family's Affair, published jn 1962, earned
Douglas a Houghton-Mifflin-Esquire Fellowship Award and Apostles of Light (1973)
was nominated for the National Book Award. These works and others indicate her
being firmly rooted in time and place. Her work serves to remind the reader, however,
of the universal stresses and demands of the human condition. In addition to her
fiction, Douglas wrote a short study of Walker Percy's The Last Gentleman. She has
also participated in several literary festivals and has served as writer-in-residence at
Northeast Louisiana University. In 1976, she was awarded a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities to support work on a novel.
A Family's Affairs.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1962.
First edition, with dust jacket. Named by New York Times critic Orville Prescott as
one of the five best novels of 1962.
Where the Dreams Cross.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968.
First edition, with dust jacket. The author's second novel.
Walker Percy's The Last Gentlemen.
New York: Seabury Press, 1969.
First edition. Published as part of Seabury's Religious Dimensions in Literature series,
introduction and commentary by Douglas.
Apostles of Light.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1973.
First edition, with jacket. Set in Mississippi, the novel examines the universal problem
of aging and the deceptive character of evil.
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Fugitives, Agrarians, and "New Critics"
During the summer of 1920, a group of Vanderbilt University faculty members
and students and a few townspeople met periodically at the home of James M. Frank in
Nashville to read and discuss poems written by members of the group. These young
men included John Crowe Ransom and Donald Davidson; later Robert Penn Warren
and Allen Tate would join. A prewar version of the group existed that concerned itself
with literature, art, religion, and philosophy with meetings being led by Sidney M.
Hirsch, a Jewish mystic, etymologist, and world traveler. Following the war,
however, leadership of the group passed to John Crowe Ransom, a professor of English
at Vanderbilt who had just published his first book of poems in 1919. The group
tightened its focus and took up the craft of poetry. When Allen Tate joined in 1922,
literary modernism was introduced to the discussions and, owing to the nature of the
membership by then, the first number of a bimonthly "little magazine" titled The
Fugitive was prepared and published by them in April 1922. Nineteen issues, edited
collectively by the members (but mainly by Ransom and Tate) appeared from 19221925. The critically acclaimed periodical contained poetry and criticism championing
regionalism and attacking the "highcaste Brahmins of the Old South." In addition to
Ransom, Warren, Davidson, and Tate, contributors included Andrew Lytle, Merrill
Moore, and Laura Riding who stood mainly for traditional agrarian values in an age of
industrialism. Ultimately, members of the group, or the "brethren," published their
work in other journals including the Southern Review, Sewanee Review, and Virginia
Quarterly Review. In 1937 John Crowe Ransom joined the faculty at Kenyon College
(Gambier, Ohio) and began editing the College's new literary journal, The Kenyon
Review, in 1939.
These "Fugitive Poets," as they were known, concerned themselves initially
with literary matters but eventually, through the twenties and thirties, became
increasingly interested in economics, politics, and other disciplines in which they might
work to effect reforms that would result in the enactment of agrarian-based reforms.
They became associated with the Agrarians, or regionalists, who contended that their
ideas were based on a creative, scientific approach to the cultural, geographic, and
economic differences of particular sections of the United States. The detached view of
the Agrarians led away from realism toward a critical interpretation of historical
backgrounds. Allen Tate declared, "Only a return to the provinces, the small selfcontained centers of life, will put the all-destroying abstraction America safely to rest."
They explored these ideas in two symposia and published two works in the 1930s, "I'll
Take _My Stand (1930), and Who Owns America? (1936). These publications assert that
as a people adapt their lives to the geography of a region and create an economic
system that gradually becomes natural, this pattern in tum becomes aesthetic. The
program of the regionalists was intended to combat the Northern drive toward
industrializing the South, and standardized culture; to champion an agrarian economy;
and, as Davidson put it, to "speak for the South as a living historic entity which is
separate from America though bound to it. "
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When the Fugitives moved from being artists to moral and political activists
working with others not from the world of literature, they experienced some
disappointments and frictions. They obtained, however, experiences that enhanced and
enriched their later efforts in creative writing, teaching, and criticism. Importantly, the
Fugitives and literary Agrarians left a considerable legacy vis-a-vis the teaching and
study of literature through their development of a theory (with its greatest influence
being felt in the 1950s) known as the New Criticism. Briefly, fundamental to the New
Criticism was a close, perceptive reading of any piece of literature so that it can be
experienced on as many levels as possible. Unlike the practice of contemporary critics,
the New Critics disdained paying attention to authors' lives and times; they
concentrated, rather, exclusively on the literary work itself. Exponents included John
Crowe Ransom, Donald Davidson, Allen Tate, Cleanth Brooks, and Robert Penn
Warren.
The Fugitive, April, 1922-December, 1925.
Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1967.
Photo reproduction of The Fugitive, four volumes in one.
Warren on title page. Introduction by Donald Davidson.

Signed by Robert Penn

The Fugitive 4 (June 1925); 4 (September 1925); 4 (December 1925).
Individual issues from last year of publication, edited by John Crowe Ransom and
Robert Penn Warren.

Fugitives: An Anthology of Verse.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1928.
First edition. "This book represents eleven poets who for four years issued most of
their verse in a journal of poetry called The Fugitive."
I'll Take My Stand: The South and the Agrarian Tradition.
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1930.
First edition, lacks jacket. Signed by Donald Davidson, Lyle Lanier, John Crowe
Ransom, John Donald Wade, Andrew Nelson Lytle, and Allen Tate on half title page.
The manifesto of the Southern Agrarians, essays presented by "Twelve Southerners."
According to the introduction's statement of principles, the authors "all tend to support
a Southern way of life against what may be called the American or prevailing way; and
all as much as agree that the best terms in which to represent the distinction are
contained in the phrase, Agrarian versus Industrial."
Herbert Agar, "Culture Versus Colonialism," The Southern Review 1 (July 1935):
1-19.
The lead article in the first number of the Review advocates a return to agrarian values.
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Who Owns America?: A New Declaration of Independence.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936.
First edition, with jacket. Edited by Herbert Agar and Allen Tate, this sequel to I'll
Take My Stand continued the Agrarians' critique of industrial culture in America and is
more economically oriented than the earlier work.
A Vanderbilt Miscellany, 1919-1944.
Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 1944.
First edition, with jacket. lllustrations by Marion Junkin. Edited by Richmond Croom
Beatty, the anthology is arranged by narrative, essays, and poetry, and illustrates "the
literary achievement of Vanderbilt authors since the First World War." Includes
Ransom, Tate, Davidson, Warren, and other Fugitives.

Vanderbilt Masquerader 10 (December 1933).
Includes the essay "Agrarians in Wonderland," and poems by John Crowe Ransom,
Donald Davidson, Allen Tate, Ridley Wills, John Donald Wade, Merrill Moore,
Robert Penn Warren (signed by Warren), Jesse Stuart, and Cleanth Brooks. Also
prints "A Bibliography of Vanderbilt Authors."
The Kenyon Critics: Studies in Modern Literature From the Kenyon Review.
Cleveland: World Publishing Company, 1951.
First edition, edited by John Crowe Ransom.
Katherine Anne Porter, "The Days Before," The Kenyon Review 5 (Autumn
1943): 481-494.
The "Henry James Number" containing critical essays by Porter, Jacques Barzun, F.
0. Matthiessen, and R. P. Blackmur.

The Southern Review 6 (Autumn 1940).
Includes the symposium, "Literature and the Professors." Reflections on modem
criticism and the teaching of literature by John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate, Joe
Horrell, Wright Thomas, and Harry Levin.
An Anthology of Stories From the Southern Review.
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1953.
First edition, with jacket designed by Ken Braren. Edited by Cleanth Brooks and
Robert Penn Warren.
Craft and Vision: The Best Fiction From The Sewanee Review.
New York: Delacorte Press, 1971.
First edition, with jacket. Signed by Andrew Lytle, Harry Crews, Eleanor Ross
Taylor, Peter Taylor, Robert Penn Warren, Eudora Welty, and Madison Jones. Edited
by Andrew Lytle.
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The Sewanee Review LVI (Summer 1948).
"Homage to John Crowe Ransom: Essays on His Work as Poet and Critic, Prepared
and Here Collected in Honor of His Sixtieth Birthday." Contributors include Cleanth
Brooks, Randall Jarrell, Robert Lowell, Andrew Lytle, F. 0. Matthiessen, and Wallace
Stevens.
The Sewanee Review LXVTI (Autumn 1959).
"Homage to Allen Tate: Essays, Notes, and Verses in Honor of His Sixtieth Birthday."
Contributions by Malcolm Cowley, Donald Davidson, John Crowe Ransom, R. P.
Blackmur and others.

John Crowe Ransom
Born: 30 April1888 in Pulaski, Tennessee
Died: 3 July 1974 in Gambier, Ohio

The acknowledged leader of the Fugitives and one of the principle developers of
the New Criticism, John Crowe Ransom entered Vanderbilt University at the age of 15
after having received the highest score in each of the five subjects for which he was
tested. In order to earn additional tuition money, he was forced to teach for two years,
but graduated first in Vanderbilt's class of 1909. Following another year of teaching,
he attended Oxford University as a Rhodes scholar from 1910 to 1912, reading widely
in the classics and philosophy. In 1914 he accepted an instructorship at Vanderbilt and
taught there until 1937, attaining the rank of professor of English. In 1937 he became
Carnegie Professor of English at Kenyon College, a post from which he retired in
1958. He founded the Kenyon Review in 1939 and was its editor until 1959. During
his tenure as editor he published important works by such Southern writers as Randall
Jarrell, Andrew Lytle, Caroline Gordon, and Flannery O'Connor. Despite the fact that
he left the South (as did Warren and Tate, among other Southern writers) and
ultimately abandoned some of the elements of the agrarian program, he remained
dedicated to the aesthetic and ethical values formulated in the essays and poems of his
Vanderbilt period. After his retirement, he continued to live in Gambier, Ohio and
died there in 1974.
Although his active poetic career lasted only just over a decade, most literary
scholars believe Ransom will be remembered more for his poetry than his literary
criticism. In that period of time, he published four slim volumes of verse; subsequent
volumes were published but these consisted of previously published works or poems
that were extensively revised. The Fugitive published the bulk of Ransom's mature
poetry and these works were collected in Grace After Meat (1924), and Chills and
Fever (1924). In 1927, Two Gentlemen in Bonds, containing some of his best poems,
was published. The poems collected in these three volumes reflected his adoption of an
authorial persona and an objectified poetry in which structure and texture dominate. In
fact, his verse is characterized as being a poetry of objects, not a poetry of ideas (which
he shunned as "Platonic poetry"). His first book of poems, Poems About God,
appeared in 1919; but, over-all, it is considered inconsequential.
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After 1925, Ransom focused on critical and philosophical prose. Along with
eleven other Southerners, he contributed to the symposium, I'll Take My Stand (1930),
in which he and the others assailed some of the major vices of modem America: an
unquestioning confidence in industrialism, the rampant growth of materialism, the need
of an inscrutable God, and a belief in the fallibility of the natural and social sciences.
These concerns were treated in the three books he published in the 1930s and 1940s:
God Without Thunder (1930), The World's Body (1938), and The New Criticism
(1941). Ransom argued for a God of thunder, one which man cannot comprehend with
his senses nor explain with his reason, and he insisted that man can fully realize human
experience only through art. As poet, critic, teacher, and editor, John Crowe Ransom
was one of the most significant and influential American men of letters of the first half
of the twentieth century.

Poems About God.
New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1919.
First edition. Reprinted in part from various periodicals. Considered his weakest
publication, he admitted to Robert Graves in 1922, that the poems were "very juvenile
in spots." In his introduction to the volume, Ransom explained that he had noticed that
the term "God" was often used "during the great moments of the soul" and "[w]ishing
to make my poems as poetic as possible, I . . . went to work to treat rather
systematically a number of the occasions on which this term was in use with common
American men."

Chills and Fever: Poems.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1924.
First edition. Donald Davidson saw in the poems a "growth of disillusionment" toward
"a maze of abstractions and a personal attitude toward the truth." All the poems in the
volume reflect the poet's effort to avoid sentimentality, overstatement and naivete.
Ransom's poems of 1924 are distinguished paradoxically by an intense selfconsciousness that is marked by an effort to make the poems as remote as possible from
the poet's feelings. They also contain a great deal of irony.

Grace After Meat.
London: Leonard and Virginia Woolfe, 1924.
First edition, printed at the Hogarth Press, with an introduction by Robert Graves. As
with the poems found in Chills and Fever, this work was superior to earlier efforts
leading Allen Tate to remark that Ransom had "suddenly" found his true poetic voice.
One reviewer for the New Republic described the poetry as "strict, difficult, and
rewarding."

Two Gentlemen in Bonds.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1927.
First edition. Contains some of Ransom's best poetry, including "Dead Boy," "Blue
Girls," "Janet Waking," "Vision by Sweetwater," Antique Harvesters," and "The
Equilibrists." Donald Davidson believed the poetry in this volume "satisfying in the
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clear, warm and beautiful finality with which it touches its subjects."
represents the apex of Ransom's output as a poet.

The volume

Selected Poems.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1945.
First American edition. When Selected Poems appeared, Ransom had written only five
poems (included in this volume and praised warmly by the critics) in the eighteen years
since the publication of Two Gentlemen in Bonds and clearly his efforts were being
directed towards poetics rather than poetry; literary criticism and editing dominated his
thoughts. However, although Ransom produced few "new" poems, he had been ·
engaged in "tinkering with my verse" (as he put it) and many of the poems collected
here and in subsequent editions of Selected Poems were significantly altered and
improved in the revision process. With "Blue Girls," the actual process of creation
occurred in revision.
"The Concrete Universal: Observations on the Understanding of Poetry,"
Kenyon Review 17 (Summer 1955): 383-407.

The

Selected Poems.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1963.
Second edition, revised, enlarged, reset, and printed from new plates.
Selected Poems.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1969.
Third edition, revised, enlarged, reset, and printed from new plates.
The Cloak Model.
Cambridge: Pomegranate Press, 1973.
First edition, broadside poem, illustrated and signed by K. Klopp. This poem printed
here for the first time in an edition limited to 65 copies; this copy, number nine.
God Without Thunder: An Unorthodox Defense of Orthodoxy.
London: G. Howe, 1931.
First English edition, with dust jacket. In this work, his first book of prose, Ransom
proposed that new rationalistic theologies were destructive of the religious sense
because they destroyed a person's respect for the mysterious universe and elevated
"science" which analyzes and uses "nature" rather than fearing and loving it. Science
also was destructive of the old mystery of God with an amicable God replacing the
stem and arbitrary God of the Old Testament who man could not know with his reason
and senses. The underlying respect for nature, found in this work, permeates
Ransom's agrarian writings.
Ransom wrote, "With whatever religious institution a man may be connected,
let him try to tum it back towards orthodoxy. Let him insist on a virile and concrete
God, and accept no Principle as a substitute. Let him restore to God the thunder."
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The World's Body.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938.
By 1936, Ransom had decided to "write no more economic essays" and turned his full
attention to literature once again. This volume includes fifteen essays that had
appeared over the previous five years and its publication coincided with his move to
Kenyon College in Ohio. The essays attempt to provide foundations for literary
criticism, and attempt to define poetry and the function of criticism. Three pieces, "A
Poem Nearly Anonymous," "The Poet As Woman," and "Poetry: A Note in
Ontology," represent Ransom at his best as a critic.
The New Criticism.
Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1941.
First edition. In essays such as "1. A. Richards: the Psychological Critic," "T. S.
Eliot: the Historical Critic," and "Wanted: an Ontological Critic," Ransom explained
further his long-held critical approach: a focus more on the poem itself and less on its
historical context.
Beating the Bushes: Selected Essays, 1941-1970.
New York: New Directions, 1972.
Paperback edition, a New Directions Book. The author's final book of essays, includes
"An Address to Kenneth Burke," "Positive and Near-Positive Aesthetics," "Poets and
Flatworms," and "Why Critics Don't Go Mad." Although uneven in quality, the
essays demonstrate how much the New Criticism reflected the age in which they were
produced.

Donald G. Davidson
Born: 18 August 1893 in Campbellsville, Tennessee
Died: 25 April 1968 in Nashville, Tennessee

Donald Davidson remained firmly committed to "the cause of agrarianism
versus industrialism" throughout his life and aimed to preserve both a distinctly
Southern literature and the traditional agrarian economy of the South. The son of a
Tennessee schoolteacher, he spent most of his mature life in Nashville, studying at
Vanderbilt University before World War I and returned there after the war to teach and
to write until his death in 1968. He was completely dedicated to conservative values
and was described by Russell Kirk as "the most Southern of Southerners." However,
Davidson was always conscious of the paradox that the traditional culture of the South
was ih the process of disappearing at the moment when its highest artistic expression
was being achieved. In the fmal issue of The Fugitive in 1925 he wrote, "the strangest
thing in contemporary poetry is that innovation and conservatism exist side by side."
For fifty years he contributed to the Southern Literary Renaissance through his
poetry, criticism, teaching and editing, and encouragement of talent. Along with John
Crowe Ransom and Allen Tate, he helped found and edit The Fugitive (1922-1925) and
contributed to the group's symposia. His own books include The Tall Men (1927), a
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blank-verse poem; The Attack on Leviathan (1938), essays opposing centralization of
political power in the North; Lee in the Mountains (1938), short narrative poems on
Southern heroes; The Tennessee (2 volumes, 1946-1948), a history of the river and the
valley; Still Rebels, Still Yankees (1957), essays; Southern Writers in the Modem World
(1958); The Long Street (1961), poems written over a long period of time; and The
Spyglass (1963), early essays. His collected Poems appeared in 1966 and his
correspondence with Allen Tate was published in 1974.
Outland Piper.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1924.
First edition. Twenty-four of the thirty-four poems collected in this volume were
originally published in The Fugitive. Numerous passages in this early work anticipate
his mature style, the tropology and the mythic substructure that distinguish his best
productions.
The Tall Men.
Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1927.
First edition. This work, a many-faceted composition of almost two thousand lines
heralded a new direction in the author's development. It is a suite of nine parts, a
structured set, not a collection; a poem of magnitude, scale, and scope that analyzes
and probes modem man tom between his traditional past and the coming technological
apocalypse.
"The Horde," The Southern Review 3 (Spring 1938): 790-791.
The Attack on Leviathan: Regionalism and Nationalism in the United States.
Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1938.
First edition, with jacket. "Southern Review" written in red pencil on front free
endpaper; 3 x 5" lined file card with "Return to Prof. [Robert Penn] Warren with my
thanks, F. C. Frey" laid in. This book constitutes Davidson's most important
contribution to Agrarian social theory and is "the clearest and most courageous of the
Agrarian documents." The essays, although uneven in places, present the author's
opposition to centralization of political and economic power in the North.
The Tennessee, Volume I, The Old River: Frontier to Secession.
New York: Rinehart and Company, 1946.
First edition, with jacket, illustrated by Theresa Sherrer Davidson. Signed by the
author, "To Robert Hartle, In appreciation and regard." On the surface, a history of
the Tennessee River and Valley, but below, Davidson presents an ecological view of
the river that respects nature: ultimately, he denegrates man's feckless spirit of
domination and, thus opposes the "accomplishments" of the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
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The Tennessee, Volume ll, The New River: Civil War to TVA.
New York: Rinehart and Company, 1948.
First edition, with jacket, illustrated by Theresa Sherrer Davidson.
author, "To Robert Hartle, In appreciation and regard".

Signed by the

Still Rebels, Still Yankees and Other &says.
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1957.
First edition. A distinguished collection of Davidson's literary and cultural criticism
that includes three essays from The Attack on Leviathan and the remainder representing
work from the 1940s and 1950s. Davidson described the general theme that binds the
work as "the conflict between tradition and antitradition that characterizes modem
society, with tradition viewed as the living continuum that makes society and
civilization possible and antitradition as the disintegrative principle that destroys society
and civilization in the name of science and progress."
Southern Writers in the Modern World.
Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1958.
First edition. Inaugural lectures delivered by Davidson at Mercer University in 1957
for the Eugenia Dorothy Blount Lamar Memorial Lectures. They treat and interpret
the Fugitive and Agrarian past: "The Thankless Muse and Her Fugitive Poets,"
"Counterattack, 1930-1940: The South Against Leviathan," "The Southern Writer and
the Modem University."

Allen Tate
Born: 19 November 1899 in Winchester, Kentucky
Died: 9 February 1979 in Nashville, Tennessee

Allen Tate has been described as one of the few American writers in the
twentieth century who deserves the all-encompassing title, "man of letters." Tate's
early childhood was characterized by a nom~d-like drifting from place to place that was
the result of his father's engagement in a variety of ill-fated business ventures. After a
scattered schooling, he entered Vanderbilt University in September 1918 where he
enrolled in classes under the young instructor of English, John Crowe Ransom. He
was invited to join the discussions of the group led by Ransom and, with Ransom,
Davidson, and Warren, assisted in the production of The Fugitive. In 1924, Tate
married the novelist Caroline Gordon and moved to New York City where he began his
long-literary career.
The first books that he published were biographies and poetry: Stonewall
Jackson: The Good Soldier (1928); Mr. Pope and Other Poems (1928); and Jefferson
Davis: His Rise and Fall (1929). And, Tate began to earn a living by contributing
reviews and essays to such journals as the Nation, the New Republic, and Hound and
Hom. His first full-length critical essay, "Poetry and the Absolute," appeared in the
Sewanee Review in 1927. In 1928 he received the first of two Guggenheim
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Fellowships, and before sailing to France, he contributed to Fugitives: An Anthology of
Verse (1929), which included the first version of "Ode to the Confederate Dead," his
most famous poem. He returned to Tennessee in 1930 and helped plan I'll Take My
Stand (1930), to which he contributed "Remarks on the Southern Religion."
During the 1930s and 1940s Tate participated in the Agrarian movement
(contributing to Who Owns America?, 1936), published his one novel, The Fathers
(1938), continued to write poetry and critical essays, and took on various teaching .and
editing jobs, including the editing of the Sewanee Review (1944-1946). He was
appointed professor of English at the University of Minnesota in 1951, and retired from
there in 1968. He is best known for his poems, published in Mr. Pope and Other
Poems (1928); Three Poems (1930); Poems, 1928-1931 (1932); The Mediterranean and
Other Poems (1936); Selected Poems (1937); Winter Sea (1944); Poems, 1922-1947
(1948); The Swimmers (1971); and Collected Poems (1977).
His poetry was
distinguished by a neoclassical polish and satire utilizing a technique he described as
"gradually circling round the subject, threatening it and filling it with suspense, and
finally accomplishing its demise without ever quite using the ultimate violence upon
it."
Tate cannot be considered apart from his role in the most influential critical and
pedagogical movement in literary studies in the twentieth century, the New Criticisma formalist approach to the study of literature established by such critics as I. A.
Richards, T. S. Eliot, and John Crowe Ransom, and propagated by Ransom's pupils,
Tate, Robert Penn Warren, Cleanth Brooks. His criticism has been published as
Reactionary Essays on Poetry and Ideas (1936); Reason in Madness (1941); and On the
Limits of Poetry (1948). Other essays can be found in Essays of Four Decades (1968)
and Memories and Opinions, 1926-1974 (1975).
Although he was considered the most cosmopolitan of the Fugitives and
Agrarians, Tate retained his Southern regional identity and always considered himself a
Southerner. As the world changed from an agrarian to an industrial society, the
Southern writer's vantage point, living in (or coming from) a place where the agrarian
community was still alive, if rapidly vanishing, was unique; he was an eyewitness to
the changes which had already been accomplished in other places. His own definition
of the Fugitive was "quite simply a Poet: the Wanderer, or even the Wandering Jew,
the man who carries the secret wisdom about the world." Although his life wanderings
carried him from Nashville to New York, to Paris, to teaching posts in Memphis and at
Princeton, to the Library of Congress (as its first Consultant in Poetry), the University
of the South, and the University of Minnesota, at the end of his life he returned to
Nashville and died there in 1979.
Jefferson Davis: His Rise and Fall, A Biographical Narrative.
New York: Minton, Balch and Company, 1929.
First edition, with jacket. Signed by the author on dedication page.
The Fathers.
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1938.
First American edition, with jacket.
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Poetry
The Golden Mean and Other Poems. [by Tate and Ridley Wills]
Winston-Salem, North Carolina: Palaemon Press, [197-] c1923.
"This facsimile edition is limited to 200 copies."
Ode to the Confederate Dead.
New York: Published for the Author by Minton, Balch and Company, 1930.
Private edition of 125 copies, of which 25 copies are signed by the author. Includes
"Message From Abroad," and "The Cross."
Poems, 1928-1931.
New York: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1932.
First edition.
Selected Poems.
New York: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1937.
First edition.
The Winter Sea: A Book of Poems.
Cummington, Massachusetts: The Cummington Press, 1944.
Printed in an edition of 330 copies; 30 copies (numbered ito xxx) signed by the author
and bound with an original painting by Wightman Williams, on Dutch paper. This
copy is number 33 and is inscribed by the author "For Rosalind Wilson, with gratitude
for her kindness".
Fragment of a Meditation, MCMXXVID.
Cummington, Massachusetts: The Cummington Press, 1947.
Poems, 1922-1947.
New York: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1948.
First American edition. Inscribed by the author.
Two Conceits For the Eye to Sing, H Possible.
Cummington, Massachusetts: The Cummington Press, 1950.
First edition, in paper wrappers. This is the copyright deposit copy, Library of
Congress, in pamphlet binder from the Library of Congress.
All is Brillig (or Ought to Be).
Winston-Salem: Palaemon Press, 1979.
Limited edition, number 101 of 200 copies.
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All is Brillig.
Winston-Salem: Palaemon Press, 1978.
Broadside; printed in an edition of 126 copies, this is "Publisher's Copy," initialed by
author at bottom of broadside. Original graphic by Martha Dunigan.

Criticism and Essays
Reactionary &says On Poetry and Ideas.
New York: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1936.
First edition.
Reason in Madness: Critical &says.
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1941.
First edition.
Includes "The Present Function of Criticism," "Literature as
Knowledge," "Understanding Modem Poetry," "The Function of the Critical
Quarterly," and "What is a Traditional Society?"
The Forlorn Demon: Didactic and Critical &says.
Chicago: Regnery, 1953.
First edition, with jacket. Review slip laid in.
Collected &says.
Denver: Alan Swallow, 1959.
First edition, with jacket.
Memoirs and Opinions, 1926-1974.
Chicago: The Swallow Press, 1975.
First edition, with jacket.

Robert Penn Warren
Born: 24 April1905 in Guthrie, Kentucky
Died: 15 September 1989 in Stratton, Vermont

Robert Penn Warren has been described by Allen Tate as the most gifted person
he ever knew. Indeed, Warren excelled in every literary endeavor in which he
participated; as a Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist and poet, literary critic, social
historian, biographer, editor and essayist, creator of plays and short stories, and
pedagogical guides to literature and rhetoric. His awards were numerous and included
the following: the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction for the novel, All the King's Men, in 1948,
and the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, in 1958, for Promises; the National Medal for
Literature in 1970; the Emerson-Thoreau Medal of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences in 1975; two Guggenheim awards, a MacArthur Foundation Fellowship, the
Bollinger Prize for poetry; and, in 1986, Warren was named the nation's first poet
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laureate. Throughout his career, he created a body of work that reflects the major
themes and concerns of the Southern writer.
Warren was born in Guthrie, Kentucky in 1905 and was educated in the public
schools of Guthrie and Clarksville, Tennessee. He enrolled at Vanderbilt University in
1921 at the age of 16 and intended to study chemistry. However, he soon fell under
the influence of English professors and poets, Donald Davidson and John Crowe
Ransom. Warren joined the Fugitives (his roommate Allen Tate already belonged),
participated in their literary activities and began writing his own poetry. His first
volume of poems was published in 1935 and he published verse throughout his career.
He graduated from Vanderbilt in 1925, earned the M.A. at the University of California
(1927), and attended Yale University briefly (1927-1928) before going to Oxford as a
Rhodes Scholar (B. Litt., 1930).
Warren's first published book, John Brown: The Making of a Martyr (1929),
reflected his interest in history, particularly the social and historic events that produced
the twentieth century South. During the thirties, he taught at Vanderbilt and Louisiana
State University where he helped found and edit (with Cleanth Brooks) the Southern
Review. In 1936, he published An Approach to Literature (with Brooks and John T.
Purser), a significant work which initiated his involvement in literary analysis that has
been styled the "New Criticism". He wrote Thirty-Six Poems (1935), collaborated with
Brooks again on Understanding Poetry (1938), and published his first novel, Night
Rider (1939). In the 1940s, Warren moved from Louisiana State to teach at the
University of Minnesota and published more poetry, criticism, novels, and short
fiction. In 1946, he published All the King's Men, a virtual case study in characteristic
Southern literary concerns. His other major fiction includes At Heaven's Gate (1943),
World Enough and Time (1950), Band of Angels (1955), The Cave (1959), Wilderness
(1961), Flood (1964), Meet Me in the Green Glen (1971), and A Place to Come To
(1977).
In 1950, Warren moved to Yale and taught there until his retirement in 1975.
He published a great deal of verse including Brother to Dragons (1953), Promises
(1957), Now and Then (1978), and Chief Joseph of the Nez Perce (1983). Numerous
works of nonfictional prose were also published by the author: Segregation: The Inner
Conflict in the South (1956), Remember the Alamo! (1958), Who Speaks For the
Negro? (1965), Homage to Dreiser (1971), and Jefferson Davis Gets His Citizenship
Back (1980).
Novels
Night Rider.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket. Signed by author on front free
endpaper. This, his first novel, was also the most conventional although it evinces a
deliberate disjunction between style and subject. The style is restrained and austere;
the narrative is filled with violence. This novel treats the moral issues relating to the
fight between tobacco growers and manufacturers in early twentieth century Kentucky.
It was a reworking of an earlier piece, "Prime Leaf" (1931).
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At Heaven's Gate.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1943.
First American edition, first impression, lacks jacket. His second novel depicts an
unscrupulous financier who, though he wields great power and influence in his
Southern state, loses his daughter who commits suicide.
All the King's Men.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1946.
First American edition, fourth impression, lacks jacket. Randall Jarrell's copy.
Winner of the 1946 Pulitzer Prize, this novel treats the rise and fall of a corrupt
Southern governor (patterned loosely after Huey Long of Louisiana). Its underlying
themes are provocative: for example, man and change in history, free will, human
responsibility, the problem of ends justifying means, and the Southern social condition.
All the King's Men.
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania: The Franklin Library, 1977.
Seventh American edition, Franklin Library edition, illustrated by Jim Sharpe. Signed
by author on p. [iii].
World Enough and Time: A Romantic Novel.
New York: Random House, 1950.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket designed by Jules Gottlieb. In
terms of language, Warren's most rococo work: it begins as a dialectic and ends with
both the protagonist and his historian rising in chorus to examine the inevitable
disillusions in the human struggle for perfection. Some consider the novel another
version of the "Kentucky Tragedy" of 1824-1825.
Band of Angels.
New York: Random House, 1955.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket designed by Ska. A "lush, fullbodied" Civil War tale about the daughter of a Kentucky plantation owner who is sold
into slavery. Her fight for freedom becomes transformed into an inquiry into the
nature of freedom and the quest for individual identity.
The Cave.
New York: Random House, 1959.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket designed by Hollis Holland. A
number of people, affected by the plight of a young Tennessee hillbilly immured in a
cave, reveal in thought and action their basic natures.
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Wilderness: A Tale of the Civil War.
New York: Random House, 1961.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket designed by Paul Bacon. The
portrait of a Bavarian Jew who comes to the United States to fight for freedom in the
Civil War.
Meet Me in the Green Glen.
New York: Random House, 1971.
First American edition, special limited edition of 300 copies, with clear plastic jacket.
Each copy signed by the author. The tragic romance of a young Italian-American and
a middle-aged farm wife in western Tennessee.

Poetry
Driftwood Flames.
Nashville: The Poetry Guild, 1923.
First edition. Of 325 copies, this is number 9. Includes five poems by Warren.
Eleven Poems on the Same Theme.
Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1942.
First American edition, first impression, with gray paper jacket printed in black and
red. From the "Poet of the Month" series.
Selected Poems, 1923-1943.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1944.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket. Inscribed on front free end
paper: "To Karen Friar with pleasant recollections of the evening of February 15,
1945, Robert Penn Warren New York City." Includes "The Ballad of Billie Potts,"
"Terror," "Letter From a Coward to a Hero," "History," "Revelation," and others.
Brother to Dragons: A Tale in Verse and Voices.
New York: Random House, 1953.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket. A "tale in verse and voices" of
the lurid early-nineteenth century Kentucky frontier murder of a black by nephews of
Jefferson, the work represents an inquiry into the nature of evil and the quest for
individual order.
Promises: Poems, 1954-1956.
New York: Random House, 1957.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket. Signed by the author on title
page. Richard Eberhart's copy, annotated throughout. The winner of the 1957
Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, this volume signifies the poet's more personal involvement
with his subjects.
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"Prognosis," The Sewanee Review LXVI (Spring 1958): 252-255.
Signed by the author.
You, Emperors, and Others: Poems, 1957-1960.
New York: Random House, 1960.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket. Collection of poems that first
appeared in the Partisan Review, Yale Review, American Scholar, Kenyon Review,
Virginia Quarterly Review, Sewanee Review, and Delta.
Selected Poems: New and Old, 1923-1966.
New York: Random House, 1966.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket. In a prefatory note, the author
explains that he has gathered for this volume "a considerable number of new pieces ..
. which seem to lie on the main line of my impulse. Many of the poems in this volume
have been revised . . . But in revising old poems, I have tried not to tamper with
meanings, only to sharpen old meanings-for poems are, in one perspective at least,
always a life record, and live their own life by that fact."

Short Stories
Blackberry Winter.
Cummington, Massachusetts: Cummington Press, 1946.
First edition. Number 189 of an edition limited to three-hundred-thirty copies.
The Circus in the Attic and Other Stories.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1947.
First American edition, first impression. Includes "The Circus in the Attic,"
"Blackberry Winter," "When the Light Gets Green," "The Love of Elsie Barton," and
"The Life and Work of Professor Roy Millen."

Nonfiction prose
Segregation: The Inner Conflict in the South.
New York: Random House, c1956.
Second American edition, first impression, paperback. A Modem Library Paperback.
In the author's note, he declares, "This report comes out of travel in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisiana, the parts of the South that I have
known best . . . It is a report of conversations, some of which had been sought out and
some of which came as the result of chance encounters."
Selected &says.
New York: Random House, 1958.
First edition, with jacket. Critical essays on literary figures including Conrad,
Faulkner, Hemingway, Frost, Katherine Anne Porter, Welty, and Melville.
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The Legacy of the Civil War: Meditations on the Centennial.
New York: Random House, 1961.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket designed by Guy Fleming. Along
with Segregation (1956), this work discusses the ways the Civil War shaped American
society and sensibilities.
Who Speaks For the Negro?
New York: Random House, 1965.
First American edition, first impression, with jacket designed by Muriel Nasser.
Signed by the author. Through interviews with black leaders, the author treats the
problems of integration and analyzes the leading figures of the civil rights movement in
the 1960s.
Homage to Theodore Dreiser, August 27, 1871-December 28, 1945, on the
Centennial of His Birth.
New York: Random House, 1971.
First American edition, first impression, with dust jacket. Signed by author on title
page. Through poetry and prose, Warren explores the influences that shaped Dreiser's
life and work. Warren's Dreiser "is no philosopher./ His only gift is to enact/ ...
The secret worth/ Of all our human worthlessness."

Cleanth Brooks
Born: 16 October 1906 in Murray, Kentucky
Died: 10 May 1994 in New Haven, Connecticut

Cleanth Brooks grew up in the villages and small towns of his native Kentucky.
He attended Vanderbilt University and graduated in 1928. He earned a master of arts
degree from Tulane University in 1929 and enrolled as a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford
University, from which he received a B.A. (Honors) in 1931 and a B.A. Litt. the
following year. Brooks then accepted a position in the English Department at
Louisiana State University. In 1935, he and Robert Penn Warren, who had recently
joined the faculty, and a small group of others, founded the Southern Review. He and
Warren edited the Review until its demise in 1942 and under their direction it became a
highly distinguished literary quarterly that published the work of many of the writers
who comprised the Southern Literary Renaissance, including the "New Critics."
Brooks himself became noted as a New Critic (who was well respected by John
Crowe Ransom) and his reputation is based primarily upon three books: Modem Poetry
and the Tradition (1939), The Well Wrought Urn: Studies in the Structure of Poetry
(1947), and William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country (1963). In addition to
these and other works of criticism, he coedited four textbooks that introduced the New
Criticism into the classroom: An Approach to Literature, with John T. Purser and
Robert Penn Warren (1936), Understanding Poetry, with Robert Penn Warren (1938),
Understanding Fiction, also with Warren (1943), and Understanding Drama, with
Robert B. Heilman (1945). In 1947, Brooks became the Gray Professor of Rhetoric at
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Yale University and retired from that position in 1975. He remained active in literary
scholarship (particularly in Faulkner studies) until his death in 1994.
"Three Revolutions in Poetry," The Southern Review 1 (Autumn 1935): 328-338.
The second of three articles on modem poetry published by Brooks in the first volume
of the Review, treats "Wit and High Seriousness."
Understanding Drama.
New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1945.
First edition. Inscribed by Brooks on title page. Written with Robert B. Heilman.
The Well Wrought Urn: Studies in the Structure of Poetry.
New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1947.
First edition, with jacket. Inscribed by Brooks on front free endpaper.
Modern Rhetoric.
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1949.
First edition. Inscribed by Brooks on title page. Written with Robert Penn Warren.
The Scope of Fiction.
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1960.
A shorter version of Understanding Fiction (1943). Ownership signature of Brooks on
front free endpaper. Written with Robert Penn Warren.
"Faulkner's Sanctuary: The Discovery of Evil,"
(Winter 1963): 1-24.

The Sewanee Review

LXXI

William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963.
First edition, with jacket.
William Faulkner: Toward Yoknapatawpha and Beyond.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978.
First edition, with jacket.

Merrill Moore
Born: 11 September 1903 in Columbia, Tennessee
Died: 20 September 1957 in Boston, Massachusetts

Merrill Moore grew up around books and literary endeavors; his father was a
writer, editor, and state librarian of Tennessee and his mother was a music teacher who
succeeded her husband as state librarian when he died in 1929. The Moore family
moved to Nashville in 1907 when Merrill's father began editing the Taylor-Trotwood
Magazine. Merrill Moore entered Vanderbilt University in 1920 and joined the
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Fugitive group in 1922 while still an undergraduate. He was a prolific contributor to
The Fugitive during its four years of publication. In 1928, Moore completed his M.D.
from Vanderbilt and was soon appointed neurological house officer at the Boston City
Hospital. He lived in Boston most of the rest of his life, studied psychiatry, and in
1950 began teaching at Harvard Medical School. He also maintained a private
psychiatric practice in Boston, where he died in 1957.
Along with his medical career, Moore found the time to produce a prodigious
body of poetry. Moore was noted for using the sonnet form with great fluency and
flexibility. At the Fugitive gatherings, he often submitted a sheaf of poems while
others in the group struggled to perfect a single one. Altogether, it is estimated he
produced in his career more than 50,000 poems. Outwardly they were conventional, in
the prescribed fourteen lines, but his preference for loose free verse rather than
traditional rhyming patterns defined his unconventionality. His colleagues and critics
regarded his work as frank and refreshing. Allen Tate remarked, "They have, at their
best, a fluency, an ease, and a subtlety of statement which gives them a definite place
in contemporary poetry." His mentor, John Crowe Ransom, wrote, "His poetics are
his holiday; they are serious and whole-hearted, but not restrained."
Sonnets: Reprinted From the Sewanee Review, 1928-1935.
Sewanee, Tennessee: The University Press, 1938.
First edition; this volume a gift to the University of Toledo Library by "Dr. Merrill
Moore." Includes an essay, by Louis Untermeyer, "Merrill Moore: A Comment on
His 'American' Sonnet."
Sonnets from the Fugitive.
Boston: The Caduceus Press, 1937.
First edition; this volume a gift to the University of Toledo Library by "Dr. Merrill
Moore." Dedicated "for John Crowe Ransom."
15 Poems From The Fugitive.
Boston: The Caduceus Press, 1938.
First edition; this volume a gift to the University of Toledo Library by "Dr. Merrill
Moore." Dedicated "for Donald Davidson." Includes one additional poem, "Ego."
The Dance of Death in the Twentieth Century.
New York: I. E. Rubin, 1957.
First edition; poems by Merrill Moore, illustrations by Hans Holbein. In an
introductory note, William Carlos Williams (also an M.D.) described Moore's sonnets
as "magnificent" and "a revelation to me."
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Randall Jarrell
Born: 6 May 1914 in Nashville, Tennessee
Died: 14 October 1965 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Randall Jarrell emerged as a major poet in the second generation of the
Southern Literary Renaissance. He was greatly influenced by several of the Vanderbilt
Fugitives, including John Crowe Ransom, Robert Penn Warren, Allen Tate, and
Donald Davidson. Jarrell received an M.A. from Vanderbilt University in 1938. He
went with Ransom to Kenyon College in 1937 and taught there until 1939 when he
joined the faculty at the University of Texas. He taught at several other institutions
including Sarah Lawrence College, the University of Illinois, and the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro. Like his mentors, Jarrell can be called a "hyphenated"
man of letters: poet-critic-novelist-teacher.
Jarrell's poetry was published in several volumes both during his lifetime and
posthumously including Blood for a Stranger (1942); Little Friend, Little Friend
(1945); Losses (1948); The Seven-League Crutches (1951); Selected Poems (1955);
Uncollected Poems (1958); The Woman at the Washington Zoo (winner of the National
Book Award in 1961); and The Lost World (1965). His verse, characterized by a
"modern plainness," emphasized the grotesquesness of real life made chaotic by
modern science. War is an important theme in Jarrell's work; for example one of his
best known poems, "The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner," utilizes the theme and
draws upon the poet's experience in World War II. His critical writings include Poetry
and the Age (1953); The Third Book of Criticism (1969); and Kipling, Auden, & Co.
(1979). A Sad Heart at the SupenruJrket (1962) contains both fables and essays.
Pictures From an Institution, Jarrell's only novel, was published in 1954. He also
served on the editorial boards of several periodicals: The Nation (1946); The Partisan
Review (1949-1951); The Yale Review ((1955-1957); and the American Scholar (19571965). Early in 1965, Jarrell was hospitalized for a nervous breakdown and, on
October 14th, he was struck and killed by an automobile in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina.

"Two Poems," The Southern Review 1 (July 1935): 84-86.
Blood for a Stranger.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1942.
First edition.
Little Friend, Little Friend.
New York: Dial Press, 1945.
First edition, with jacket.

Losses.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1948.
First edition, with jacket.
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The Seven-League Crutches.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1951.
First edition.
Pictures From an Institution.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1954.
Advance copy.
The Third Book of Criticism.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1969.
First edition, with jacket. Includes "An Unread Book," "The Collected Poems of
Wallace Stevens," "Graves and the White Goddess," "Freud to Paul," and "Six
Russian Short Novels."
Fly By Night.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1976.
First edition, with jacket. Pictures by Maurice Sendak. A children's book that tells
the story of a little boy who floats up from his bed and flies through the house and the
countryside beyond.
Kipling, Au den & Co.: Essays and Reviews, 1935-1964.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1980.
First edition, with jacket.
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